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ABSTRACT

Plains bison (Bison bison) have once again become part of

the Prince Albert National Park (PANP) regional ecosystem.

Bison v/ere rel-eased north of PANP in l-969 by the Saskatchewan

Department of Natural Resources ( SDNR) with the purpose of

establishing a free-roaming herd in the area. However the

bison migrated south and a few animals found there way into

the southwest corner of PANP. These animals formed the

nucfeus for the present herd of approximately 70 animals.

This herd is unique in that it is the only free-roaming plains

bison herd in a Canadian National Park and only one of three

in all of Canada. While the bison have filled a missing link

in the ecosystem they have also added to the resource

management problem of depredation on adjacent agricultura]

lands. As the herd size increases so does the number of bison

that migrate out of the park and onto adjacent landowner's

properties.

Landowners adjacent to PANP along the west boundary v/ere

distributed a questionnaire and interviewed to determine their

concerns with the bison herd. Most of the landowners

experienced bison on their property, however, only 36% of the

landowners experience bison on their property nearly every

year. It is these landowners who feel there may need to be

Some future active management to reduce bison occurrences on

their properties. Types of damage caused by the bison while

-.1_l_-



on landowner's properties included; crop and hayfield damage

from bison trampling, grazing and wallowing. However

l-andowners considered the most serious form of damage was to

their fences. Overall the landowners had a positive attitude

toward the bison herd.

Past and present management programs of Wood Buffalo

National Park, the Mackenzie Bison Sanctuary and Yell-owstone

National Park were reviewed to gain an understanding of

management problems associated with free-roaming bison.

Ecological management considerations exami ned were:

historical evidence of bison in the PANP region; mortalities;

rate of herd growth; age and sex structure of the herd;

preferred bison habitat within PANP; interspecific competition

and general herd behavior.

Attempts to minimize bison conflicts with adjacent

Iandowners included herding bison off their properties and

constructing short fences at known crossing areas. The bison

r^/ere easily herded into the park but the fences only resul-ted

in the bison crossing elsewhere.

It was reconmended that the free-roaming bison be allowed

to continue to be part of the ecological integrity of the PANP

area and that preservation of the herd take precedence in

management. It was also recommended that the CPS initiate

discussions with the SDNR/ local landowners and local native

groups to establish common, short and long term goals for the

herd within the region.
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1.1

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Background

Prince Albert National Park (PANP)*, established in L927,

is located 65 km north of Prince Albert in central

Saskatchewan (Fig. 1). The park covers an area of 3,874

square km and extends B0 km north to south, and 50 km east to

wesL. A significant feature of PANP is its ecologicaJ-

diversity, due to its l-ocation in a transitional zone between

aspen groveland and boreal forest. Padbury et aI. (1978)

states that apart from a smaII section of grassland along the

southern edge, the vegetation of PANP is typical of that found

in the mixed wood section of a boreal forest. In addition,

PANP has a variety of ungulate species such as elk (Cervus

elaphus), moose (Alces alces), mule deer (Odocoileus

hemionus ) , white-tailed deer (odocoileus virgi-nianus ) , caribou

(Rangifer tarandus) and most recentJ-y, the plains bison (Bison

bison bison).

* Acronyms used in practicum:

CPS (Canadian Parks Service); DNA (Deoxyribonucl-eic Acid);
EINP (EIk Island National Park); MBS (Mackenzie Bison
Sanctuary); MDNR (Manitoba Department of Natural- Resources);
NWT (Northwest Territories); PANP (Prince Ai-bert National
Park); RMNP (Riding Mountain National Park); SDNR
( Saskatchewan Department of Natural Resources ) ; SPRR
( Saskatchewan Parks and Renewable Resources ) ; SRL ( Slave River
Lowlands ); VüBNP (Wood Buf f al-o National- Park); and YNP
(Yellowstone National Park) .
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There are few areas south of the boreal forest that

remain suitable rang'e for reintroductions of free-roaming

bison. Some areas that are availabl-e are not feasible due to

conflicting land uses, namely agricultural- production.

Depredation by wildlife on agricultural land began when early

settlers transformed wildlife habitat into cultivated fields.

Settlers decided governments would be responsible for wildlife

management (Purdy 1987 ) thus creating the paradox of private

Iand and public wildlife. This is a unique situation in which

private land supports wildlife, Yet wildlife is considered a

public resource. Landowners benefit from transforming

wildlife habitat j-nto agricultural production at the expense

of the wil-dlif e resource owned by society. However,

fandowners must also absorb most of the costs and in many

cases, raise wildtife for the benefit of society (CoJ-pitts

L974).

Pl-ains bison/ once the dominant herbivore on the Great

Pl-ains of North America, were reduced to near extinction by

the turn of the century (Roe 1970). It was mainly through the

initiative of the Canadian Government that steps vrere taken to

re-introduce the plains bison onto Canadian pubJ-ic lands

(Ogilvie L979). In l-9BB there were just over 1100 p1a5-ns

bison (Reynolds 1991) on government-owned Iands in Canada. To

date, plains bison have not been consi-dered by the Committee

on the Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada ( Shoesmith

pers. conm. 1992). Novakowski (1989) states the reason plains

-3-



bison have not been considered and classified as threatened,

is due to the fact that a large number of plains bison

currently exist on private ranches throughout western Canada

and the United States.

Free-roaming plaíns bison in canada occur in three

separate herds and number approximately 700 (Reynolds 1989).

The largest herd estimated at 600 (Gates pers. conm. 1990)' is

l-ocated on provincially-owned land in the Pink Mountain area

of northern British Columbia (Fig. 2) .

The Pink Mountain herd originated in 1'977 when a rancher

purchased 41 plains bison from EIk Island National- Park

(EINP). The bison subsequently escaped confinement and

dispersed onto provincially owned crown l-ands. The Pink

Mountain herd now occupies an area which falls within the

historic range of the wood bison (Bison bison athabascae) (van

zyLI de Jong 1989 ) and is considered by some to be a

hinderance to transplants of wood bison in northern British

Columbia and Alberta (van ZyLL de Jong 1989). This herd may

disperse northward as it increases in size. Eventually the

herd may come into contact with wood bison from the Nahanni

transplant (Fig. 2) (Reynolds 1982). Consequently the Pink

Mountain herd.'s future is somewhat uncertain (van ZyLL de Jong

1989). Reynold.s (1989) also states that the Pink Mountain

herd's future is not Secure and therefore should not be

included in a future plains bison conservation strateg-y for

Canada untit its continued. existence becomes certain.

-4-
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The remaining two free-roaming plains bison herds are

located in Saskatchewan and are remnants of a transplant that

took place in 1969. In 1968 a request for 50 surplus pJ-ains

bison was made by the Saskatche\¡/an Department of Natural

Resources (SDNR) to EINP. The main purpose of this request

was to establish a free-roaming herd of bison which woul-d

provide l-ocaÌ native bands with an additional meat source.

The request v/as granted and in January of 1969, 50 plains

bison were released approximately 60 km north of PANP

(Novakowski 1989) (Fig. 3). The release l-abelled Pro j ect

Bison received a great deal of local attention and more than

300 people from the surrounding communities came to observe

this historic event (Barrie 1969). The provincial Minister of

Natural- Resources declared that this bison rel-ease woul-d be a

great milestone for native people in the Montreal Lake area

and people in attendance wiIl always remember this day (Barrie

1969). However, the hope of viewing free-roaming wild bison

near the release site quickly vanished as it soon became

apparent the bison would not remain in the arear. âs they

dispersed southward (Saskatchewan Department of Natural

Resources 1969). By June of 1969, bison were observed north

of the forks of the Saskatchev/an Rivers/ near the town of Big

River and. within PANP. The bison neêr Big River quickly

became a nuisance to local- Iandowners and viIlagers So in June

of 7969, 17 bison were rounded up into the holding corrals at

the Big River Community Pasture (Panter pers. cofilm. 1990).

-6-
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These bison were transported north to an area near Vermette

Lake just north of Prj-mrose Air Weapons Range (Runge pers.

conm. 1991). Another herd of 14 bison were rounded up east of

the city of Prince Al-bert and relocated to the Cumberland

Del-ta (Saskatchewan Department of Natural Resources 1969).

Six bison found near Melfort were relocated to the Carrot

River area. A bul-I and cow were reported to have been shot

not far from Fort a la Corne (Minton and Schmidt 1984). The

fol-Iowing August, one buII was discovered to have travel-l-ed

the entire 600 km back to EINP. Attempts to capture the

animal- were unsuccessful and the bull was destroyed.

Observation of the carcass/ indj-cated the bull had previously

been shot and its neck was raw from going through barbed wire

fences (Novakowski 1989 ) . The fate of the remaining ten

original transplant bison is unknown

There have been suggestions offered to explain why the

bison did not remain near the original release site. One

argument put forward by the SDNR (1969) was that the bison

were young (all under four years) and lacked older bison to

act as herd leaders, So the entire herd dispersed in small

groups and in several directions. Novakowski ( 1989 ) suggested

the terrain near the release site was not suitable for bison

and they dispersed southward in search of better habitat. Two

herds survived the original- transplant; one is l-ocated. in the

Primrose Air Weapons Range and the other is Iocated in PANP

(Fis. 2) .
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In 19BBr âû aerial survey of the Primrose site revealed

1"7 bul-Is in the area (Runge pers. comm. 1991) . Based on

survey results and knowledge of the area, Runge estimated 25

cor¡is to be in the vicinity resulting in a possible total of 42

bison. Nevertheless, he concl-uded that due to marginal bison

habitat and the presence of hunting, the chance for long term

survival of this herd is not favourable.

ln 1969, approximately four bison took up residence in

the southwest corner of PANP. Since that time the herd has

slowJ-y increased to the present-day estimate of 70 bison

(persona1 observations). The free-roaming bison herd in PANP

is the only free-roaming plains bison herd in a Canadian

National Park. Wild plains bison have ecological, cul-tural

and spiritual importance to Canadians and are an integral part

of the Canadian identity. Plains bison being a major

herbivore represent a mi-ssing Iink in PANP's regional

ecosystem.

While the free-roaming bison have been a welcome addition

to PANP, they have added to the resource management probJ-ems

of the park, through conflicts with adjacent landowners,

namely, depredation to fandowner's crops and hay fields as

well as causing damage to their fences.

L.2 Problem Statement

The main objective for PANP within the National- Parks

system is to offer protection for its wil-derness area which is
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representative of the Southern BoreaI PIains and Plateau

Region of Canada, and to allow present and future generations

to understand and appreciate the park's resources (Canadian

Parks Service 1987a). This includes protection of the habitat

of the significant wildlife species located within the park'

(including pelicans Pelecanus erythrorhynchos), caribou and

bison), as weII as protection of the representative species of

the boreal forest (Canadian Parks Service 1987a).

Prince Albert National Parks's Conservation Plan (1987)

states that the resource management objective for the free-

roaming bison is "to preserve free-roaming plains bison in a

natural- state, within PANPr so as to minimize

bison/human/agricul-ture confIicts" (Canadian Parks Service

1987b). The management problem associated with the free-

roaming bison is not complex, as the herd increases so do the

number of bison which migrate onto adjacent agricultural-

lands, resulting in damage to crops and fences .

1.3 Study Objectives

The purpose of this study was to provide detailed

information on the management problems associated with the

free-roaming bison herd located in PANP. Recommendations were

made to aid resource managers in decision making.

Specific study objectives included:

1 ) identify landowner concerns and describe the existing

conflicts with regard to the presence of a free-roaming
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bison herd adjacent to agricultural lands;

2) identify and describe various ecological management

considerations of the PANP free-roaming bison herd; and

3) make recoÍtmendations for future management of the

free-roaming bison herd.

t.4 Study Limitations

This study was confined to a reJ-atively smal-l area and

results wilI only be applicable within this area. This study

v/as species specific, and problem wildlife situations which

involve other species may yield quite different results.

Specific l-imitations include:

1) bison observations \¡/ere predominantly conf ined to

well-used trails and roadways, hence habitat utilization

in these areas is over-represented. In addition field

work for this study was sol-eIy conducted during the

suÍtmer months therefore identification and descriptions

of winter habitat and range was not attempted;

2) a l-inear regiression modet was used to predict herd

growth. However, the number of bison on any given year

wiII affect the number of bison in the foJ-Iowing year

thus a basic rul-e of the model was viol-ated, the rule of

independence. As a result confidence intervals were not

used. In add.ition the regression model does not take

into account external factors such as predation, hunting,

poaching, accidents, or fire, all of which may have an
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impact on future herd numbers. Therefore the predictions

of future population numbers based on the regression

model are at best¡ âtr educated guess and should be used

by resource managers as a general guide.

1.5 Summary of Relevant Acts, Policies, and Directives

1.5.1 Canadian Parks Service

The National Park's Act (Canadian Parks Service 1990a)

states that the maintenance of ecological integrity through

the protection of natural resources shall be given utmost

priority. Within the Act bison fall into (Part II of Schedule

II) and are classified as protected. Anyone found guilty of

poaching or in possession of a bison, ot parts of, within a

National Park or outside of a National Park that was found to

have been killed within a National Park faces a maximum

penalty of $10,000, six months in jail or both (Canadian Parks

Service 1990a).

ïdeaIIy, within a National- Park, attainment of resource

management goals would not invol-ve manipulative management.

Howeverr ês stated in Canadian Parks Service (CPS) policy

there are certain conditions when manipulation of resources

may be required, such as:

"1) the existence of the potential for adverse effects on
neighbouring l-ands and/or existing infrastructure;
2) to maintain or perpetuate rare and endangered species,
critical wildlife habitats or features of special
interest;
3) public safety and enforcement concerns" (Canadian Parks
Service 1987a).
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Maintaining positive relations with adjacent landowners is
also part of the CPS's policy which states:

"Parks Canada wiIl seek to integrate el-ements with
surrounding regions so as to have a positive
socialrphysical and economj-c impact. . . and will- accomplish
this by acting in a manner which is sensitive to local
concerns and with other government agencies. Local
communities and l-ocal citizens cannot be asked to bear a
disproportionate share of the cost of preserving and
protecting the national heritage of all Canadians" (Parks
Canada 1980a).

Natural resource management within National Parks invol-ves

specific activities that result in the understanding and

maintenance of ecological integrity or the modification of

biotic or abiotic resources to achieve approved objectives

(Canadian Parks Service 1990b). The Natural Resource

Management Process is a framework for information colJ-ection,

setting of objectives, problem identification, establishing

management strategies necessary to manage natural resources

and maintaining ecological integrity within National Parks

(Canad.ian Parks Service 1990b). The Natural Resource

Management Process consists of a number of interrel-ated steps

(Fig. 4). This resource management study is a specific,

finite project designed to provide detailed information

necessary to solve a resource concern and meet a stated

objective of the Park Conservation Plan (Canadian Parks

Service 1990b).

Vühile the CPS does not have a specific policy or

management directive which rel-ates to accidental

reintroductions, there is a directive that deals with the
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reintroduction of native species into a National Park (Parks

Canada 1971). The directive states that a native species is

one which is considered to be indigenous to the area, and

reintroduction is defined as a release of native wildlife for

the purpose of establishing a viable population. The

conditions which must be considered prior to any

reintroduction include: the effects of the introduced species

on other pJ-ants and wildlife; is reintroduction compatible

with park objectives; and does reintroduction pose a serious

threat for adjacent land uses. In addition, âtry introduced

species must be thoroughly inspected for disease prior to

rel-ease (Parks Canada 1971). If the free-roaming bison in

PANP \^/ere part of a reintroduction program the above criteria

would have been satisfied except for potential- .d,r"t"" effects

on adjacent l-and uses.

Canadian National Parks have a system of zoning whereby

land use within a National Park is organized in accordance to

its ability to support certain types of activities (Parks

Canada 1980a:¡. The Management Plan for PANP (Parks Canada

1980b) identifies five zones ranging from special preservation

zones which require a maximum amount of protection, to service

zones where development attempts to meet the basic needs of

visitors (Parks Canada 1980b).

AII management activities, pIans, or developments within

a National Park are subject to the Environmental- Assessment

Review Process to ensure that environmental concerns are taken
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into consideration earJ-y in the decision-making process (Parks

Canada 1980a). Environmental assessments occur on aIl
projects which may have an adverse effect on the environment

prior to the making of any financial commitments or

i-rrevocable decisions. The CPS will conduct environmental

screening reports on projects and those projects with

significant effects are submitted to the Federal Environmental

Assessment Review Office to undertake formal review.

1.5.2 Saskatchewan Department of Natural Resources

In Saskatchewan, bison are classified as both domestic and

big game. In addition free-roaming bison have been placed in

the category of threatened wildlife. Which means any

management, enforcement or research which wiII directly

protect or increase populations will be given priority

(Saskatchewan Parks and Renewable Resources 1987). Currently

no open hunting season exists for bison in Saskatchewan

(Saskatchewan Tourism and Renewable Resources 1981). However,

treaty natives can legally hunt bison on unoccupied crown land

or on private land with the permission of the l-andowner (Kowal

pers. coInm. l-991).

1.6 Study Area

The study area incl-udes the summer range of the bison herd

located in PANP as welI as adjacent private l-ands and

provincial- crown land which border on the Sturgeon River along

the southwest corner of the park (Fiq. 3). The entire study
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area comprises approximately 150 square km within the mixed-

wood section typical of the boreal forest region. The upJ-and

areas are dominated by white spruce (Picea glauca), trembling

aspen (Populus tremuloides), jack pine (Pinus banksiana), with

lesser amounts of white birch (BetuIa papryfiera), balsam

poplar (Populus balsamifera), black spruce (Picea mariana) and

balsam fir (Abies bal-samea). The l-owlands and depressional

areas support tamarack (Larix laracina), black spruce, and

varj-ous shrub/ grass and sedge communities (Padbury et al-.

1e7B).

Lands adjacent to the Sturgeon River within the study area

are primarily under some type of agricultural production.

Lands to the southeast include a V[iId]-ife Management Unit and

a conmunity pasture. The area to the northwest of the study

area encompasses the southern portion af the Northern

Provincial- Forest. This area adjacent to the park is
presently under forestry production. The study area fal-l-s

within the physiographic division caIIed the Saskatchewan

River Plain. within the Saskatchewan River Plain there is a

subsection l-abelled the Debden Plain. The Debden Plain

consists of an almost l-evel to gentle-sloping glacial tiIl

plain which paral-J-els the Sturgeon River in the southwest

corner of the park. The slope varies between 0.05% and 9.0t

and is drained primarily by the Sturgeon Rj-ver which flows

into the North Saskatche\¡ran River. Average annual rainfall

for the area rang'es from 400-500 mm, with approximately 60% of
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this occurring as rain during the sunmer (Padbury et al-.

1e7B).

The study area within the park occurs in three park

management zones.. The south-east portion of the study area

falls within zone one/ classified as special preservation area

due to the remnant fescue grassland. Park policy describes

zone one areas as deserving special attention because they

contain unique/ rare or endangered features t ot are the best

examples of a park's representative natural features. Access

to these areas is tightly controlled and may be prohibited

altogether. Motorized access or person-made facilities are

not permitted.

The largest section of the study area fal-ls into zone two,

wilderness areas. These zones are typified by large areas

representing the natural history themes of the park and are to

be maintained in a wilderness state. OnJ-y activities which

necessitate primitive facilities for visitors which are

appropriate to a wilderness experience are permitted. There

are limits placed on the number of users in this zone, and

motorized access is prohibited. Management actions in these

areas are to be developed to ensure visitors are dispersed as

these areas contain the wil-derness resources which are

fundamental- to the park's character and its management.

Dissecting the study area within the park is a travel

corridor known as the West Side Road on which public use j-s

presently prohibited. The road falls into zone three, natural
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environment. This zone is to be maintained as a naturaÌ

environment which can sustain a minimum of impairment with a

suitable range of low density outdoor activities and related

facilities. Non-motorized access is preferred, but access by

public transit may be permitted. The intent of this zone is

to provide appreciation and enjoyment of park resources

through participation in appropriate outdoor recreational

opportunities, while maintaining Lhe individual character of

the park (Canadian Parks Service 1987a).
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CHAPTER II

METHODS

2.7 Landowners

Landowner concerns and types

identified through:

of bison conf l-ict were

1 ) a written questionnaire mailed to each

l-andowner in the study area;

2) personal interviews with each of the landowners;

3 ) discussions with local and regional Saskatche\¡/an Parks

and Renewable Resources ( SPRR) personnel as well as with

past and present CPS personnel;

4) a review of Warden Service Occurrence Reports; and

5 ) personal observations.

The questionnaire (Appendix 1) \¡/as an open-ended design,

which encouraged individuals to give their thoughts or

opinions rather than answer questions by selecting one of

several specific alternatives (Reber 1985). The issues

addressed in the questionnaire were formulated through

discussions with practicum committee members. A complete list

of landowners adjacent to the Sturgeon River along PANP's

southwest boundary was attained and landowners with properties

adjacent to the park or who were known to have bison on their

land, were selected.

The questions asked during each

were designed to promote discussion

-20-
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allowed the author to gain a greater sense of landowner's

concerns and an overall- impression of his /her attitude toward

the bison. Upon completion of the interview, questionnaires

were collected and landowners were given a small information

package on bison which incl-uded a PANP bison lapel pin as a

token of appreciation. Landowners were al-so mailed thank-you

cards for participating in the study.

2"2 Ecologícal Management Considerations

Various ecologicaJ- management concerns were identified

through:

1 ) a Iiterature review, focusing on free-roaming bj-son i-n

Vüood Buf falo National- Park (WBNP) / the Mackenzie Bison

Sanctuary (MBS)/ and Yellowstone National Park (YNP);

2) discussion with resource manaqers of the above

bison herds;

3) visitation to WBNP, and YNP; and

4) personal observation of the PANP free-roaming bison

herd over three suÍrmers ( 1989-1991-), including random

aerial surveys over known bison range, and a review of

historical d.ata on the herd.

Through discussion with practicum committee members,

ecological- f actors deemed important r¡/ere: 1) historical

evidence of bison within the study areaì 2) mortalities; 3)

growth rate of the herd and growth predictions using

regression analysis; 4) herd structure, interspecific
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competition and general herd behavior; 5 ) preferred bison

habitat within PANP and distribution throughout the park; and

6) suÍÌmer range of the herd.

2.2.1 Historical Evidence

Three bison skulls lvere collected from adjacent landowners

who had unearthed them during plowing. These skulls \¡/ere

subsequently forwarded to Dr. van Zyl-l de Jong at the Canadian

Museum of Nature to be measured and evaluated for their sub-

species designation.

2.2.2 Mortality

Mortality was determined through examination of bison

carcasses/ as well- as site investigation of the area where the

carcasses were found. One calf carcass was located as well- as

skeletal remains of a yearling-juvenile and an adu1t. The

cal-f carcass and a femur bone of the yearling-juvenile bison

were collected and shipped to the College of Veterinary

Medicine in Saskatoon to determine cause of death and health

status prior to death. The carcass was also tested for

disease. The age of the aduJ-t, and the yearling-juvenile was

determined through cementum analysis of their primary incisors

conducted by Matson's Laboratory in Montana.

2.2.3 Rate of Growth

The annual rate of population growth was determined

through total observêd counts from random aerial surveys using

an Aerospatiale Astar helicopter. The survey procedure

included searching meadows and grasslands which bison were
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known to inhabit. Frights occurred throughout the suÍrmer

months. The average finite rate of growth (et) v/as found by

dividing successive totar counts from the three years and then

averaging them. This was expressed as a percentage.

Exponential rate of increase (r) was cal-culated by converting

the average finite rate of increase using the formura

( log"er=r) .

Regression anarysis was carculated using Kwikstat

statistical Package (Texas Mission software Technologies

1989). ActuaÌ observed values of herd growth from r910-1991

were compared with values of a naturar rog (In) regression

equation which correl-ated bison abundance and time. ïn

addition, predictions for estimation of herd growth (1992-

200r) were calcul-ated using the varues of the regression

equation.

2.2.4 Structure, Interspecific Competition, and Behavior

Herd structure, interspecific competition, and behavj_or

were determined through visual- observations on the ground,

from the air, and photographs. Bison were cl-assified into age

cl-asses based on animal size, color, and horn growth.

2.2.5 Habítat

Preferred bison habitat type, within PANP, \¡/as determined

through visual observations of foraging bison. Habitat
distribution \^/as determined through analysis of pANp's

biophysical- inventory (Padbury et aI. 1978).

Padbury et al-. (1978) defined a plant community as an
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assemblage of plants having similar structure and composition,

and classified PANP plant communitj-es into four categories;

forest, shrub/ grassr/sedge and miscel-l-aneous areas. Padbury

et al-. (1978) also classified plant communities with regard to

how abundant the plant community was in a given area. This

study concentrated on dominant plant communities. Dominant

plant communities were considered to occupy 40% or more of an

area. For the purposes of this study only plant communities

the author thought \¡/ere utilized in the bison's diet were

selected: the sedge community (Carex), the grass conmunities

(ElrrmusrAgropyron) and (Festuca, Stipa), and one shrub

community the willow-sedge (SaIix/Carex). The author

categorized the plant communities into two divisions, primary

and secondary bison habitat. Primary habitat was classified

as those plant communities made up of sedges and grasses

namely (Carex), (Elymus,Agropyron) and (Festuca, Stipa)

communities. While secondary habitat was cl-assified as plant

communities that contain wilÌow and sedge namely

(Salix/Carex). Outside the park, habitat was determined from

d.iscussions with Ìandowners, and from provincial government

personnel forestry branch, and PANP's Resource Description and

Analysis.

2.2.6 Range

Summer range was determined by

aerj-a} observations onto topographic

produced indicating the main herd's

plotting both ground and

maps. Figures \¡/ere then

sunÌmer range as well as
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areas where lone bulls were observed exclusively

2"3 Migratory Deterrents

In an attempt to reduce the number of occasions and

severity of conflicts which occurred when bison migrated from

the park the following passive and active measures were taken

by the author. Passj-ve measures incl-uded: placement of a pole

with refl-ective tape across the Texas Gate; attachment. of

reflective tape on a neighbouring barbed wire fence; and the

erection of two short f ences (2m high and 3-5m 
.J-ong)

strategically placed along the Sturg'eon River at known bison

crossings. Active measures incl-uded gaining permission to

access adjacent l-ands and herding bison off the landowners

property across the Sturgeon River and into the park. Bison

were primarily herded on foot, by vehicl-e siren and

crackershells.
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CHAPTER III

RELATED LITERATURE

3.1 Problem Tfildlife Management

Positive val_ues of wildlife are wel-I known, including

consumptive and non-consumptive uses. However, the negative

val-ues of wildlif e actions are of ten avoided by wil-dlif e

managers and not fuIIy understood by the general public.

Wildtife have the potential to cause problems such as elk

destroying hay baIes, bears destroying beehives, beavers

flooding hay and cropland, wolves and coyotes preying on

livestock and waterfowl depredating crops.

According to Dorrance (1983) problem wildlife management

occurs when there are conflicts between agriculture and

wildlife and states there are several- components involved in
problem wil-dlife management: 1) damage prevention includes the

use of habitat manipulation, enhancement of natural predator

popuJ-ations, or construction of barriers to deter wildÌife.
Dorrance ( 1983 ) adds that whatever measure chosen,

considerable time and effort should be made to ensure only the

target species is deterred; 2 ) controlling wildl-ife may occur

when preventative measures have not been totaJ-ly effective.

Rarely if ever is wildlife depredation completely el-iminated

from an area. Removal of problem wil-dtife is sometimes the

most effective, economical, and biologically sound method of

reducing wildlife depredation. On private l-and, animaÌ

removal- should be the responsibility of the landowner and the
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government. Hunting and trapping by landowners shou1d be

encouraged as a method of wildlife damage control- and should

sometimes be used to achieve predetermined wildlife population

Ievels in areas of serious and chronic depredation; and 3 )

compensation may be required when the above two methods are

not effective. Compensation is justifiable to landowners

because the welfare of wildlife on private land is largely

dependant on the landowner. However/ Dorrance (1983) points

out that losses shoul-d be compensated at less than market

value to encourage the use of preventative and control

techniques. The following may dictate when compensation is

appropriate: 1) damage caused by a wildlife species protected

by law; 2) damages are considerable and constitute a

significant loss of income to the landowner; 3 ) preventative

and controf measures have been ineffective; 4) damage caused

by a wildlife species where animal removal is not socially

acceptable (ie. damage by endangered species); and 5) damage

that is not normally covered by insurance (Dorrance 1983).

3.2 Historic Evidence of Bíson

Bison fossils found throughout northeastern Asia, A1aska,

and central North America indicate that a wide variation in

body size, conformation and horn growth occurred within

historic populations (Reynolds et al-. L9B2). Definitive

research on the evolution of bison has been compJ-eted by

Flerov and Zablotski (1961), Geist and Karsten ( Ig77) | Guthrie
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(1970, 1980), Harington (l-980)/ HiIlerud (1980) and Wilson

(1980). It was during the l-ate Pleistocene era when bison

emigrated to North America (McDonald 1981, Reynolds et al-.

L982, Meagher 1986).

Historically bison were distributed throughout most of

North America from Mexico to Great Slave Lake (van ZyII de

Jong 1986). The division between the historic range of the

wood and plains bison was roughly parallel with the ecotone

boundary between grasslands and boreal- forest (van ZyLL de

Jong 1986 ) .

The following historical accounts of bison in the area of

PANP were found in Roe (1-970). fn l-772, MaLLhew Cocking wrote

that there were plenty of bison in the winter just west of the

forks of the Saskatchewan Rivers. Duncan McGillvery in 1794

found bison plentiful near the present day city of Prince

Albert. Harmon in 1805 wrote, they were al-most starving for

a month before they found bison within a days walk south of

the present day city of Prince Albert

Historically there appears littIe doubt there were bison

in the vicinity of PANP. However, uncertainty does exist as

to whether the bison in the area were pJ-ains or wood

subspecies (Gates pers. comm. 1990). According to van ZylI de

Jong (1986) the area northwest of PANP is thought to be the

northern limit of the historic range of the plains bison.

Bison disappeared from the PANP region sometime between IB75

and 1BB3 (Soper 1951).
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3.3 Extirpation of Free-Roaming Bison Throughout Most of North

America

Upon arrival of the Europeans there were an estimated

30,000,000 (McHugh Ig72) to 75t000,000 (Dary I914) plains

bison and approximately l-68r000 wood bison (Soper 194I) in

North America. While the Plains Indian tribes already relied

on bison for part of their subsistence, the re-introduction of

the horse to North America by Europeans caused this rel-iance

to quickly grow (Dary I974). Dary (L974) states that no other

animal in the world has ever matched the buffal-o in providing

so many commodities of importance to one people. The number

of non-food uses of bison by native people was as high as 87.

.The slaughtering of large numbers of bison began in the

1820's as the fur trade grew and settl-ers moved west (Dary

Lg74). The demand for bison meat, tongues, and robes soon

gre\¡¡ along the eastern seaboard of the United States. The

large southern herds on the Great P1ains of the United States

were all- but wiped out. The northern herds on the Canadian

prairies were reduced to near extinction by 1BB3 (Hornaday

1889, Haines lg7o, Roe 1970, McHugh L972, Dary 1,974, Ogilvie

Lg7g, Lothian 1981). At the turn of the century the plains

bison population in North America had fal-len to a low of 300

(Thompson 1962). Except for a small- free-roaming herd in YNP

and a few scattered animal-s in private herds and zoos, bison

were completety eliminated. from the plains. The northern wood
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bison herds r¡/ere also close to extinction as Soper ( 1941)

estimated only about 250 wood bison remained during the period

of 1896 to 1900

3.4 Protection and Conservatíon of Bison in North America

The first official regulations to protect the l-ast remnant

herds of Canadian bison \,vere f or wood bison located in

northern Alberta and the Northwest Territories (NWT), enacted

in 1,871 (Vùood Bison Recovery Team 1987 ) . In 1893 J-egisl-ation

v/as passed by the Government of Canada to protect the wood

bison herd in the Mackenzie District of northern Canada ( Soper

!94I). However, it was not until the North West Mounted

Police took over administration of bison protection

Iegisl-ation in 1897 | tha.t active protection of the wood bison

took pIace. It was also around this time that preservation of

plains bison in Canada finally began.

In 1898, 13 plains bison were given to Rocky Mountain Park

(present day Banff National Park) by Lord Strathcona of

Winnipeg (Ogilvie IgTg). This was the first plains bison herd

in a Canadian National Park. In the early 1900's, the

Canadian government took the initiative to negotiate the

purchase of a plains bison herd from Miche1 Pabl-o of Montana.

This herd was the J-argest existing herd of plains bison left

in North America (Coder L975).

The founding stock of Pablo's herd came from a Pend

d'Oreill-e Indian named Walking Coyote who captured four calves
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near Milk River, Alberta in 1873 for a peace offering to

another tribe (Corner and Connell 1958). Two ranchers, Pablo

and AIlard, subsequently bought ten bison from Walking Coyote.

By the end of the 19th century Pablo and A1Ìard's original ten

bison had grown into a herd which made up B0% of the plains

bison left in North America. In 1-896, Charles Allard died and

his share of the PabJ-o/Atlard herd which numbered 150 bison

were sold by his family to dealers all over the United States.

Many of these bison became the founding stock for several-

populations/ including the herd which eventual-ly re-popuJ-ated

YNP (Ogilvie L979). By the turn of the century, Pablo found

he could no J-onger properly manage his large herd of bison.

fn 1904 the United States government informed Pabl-o that the

Fl-athead Reservation on which he ranched was going to be

opened for settlement. Pablo requested a grant of grazing

Iand for his bíson but was refused. He then offered the bison

to the United States government but their offer was so low

Pablo f el-t betrayed. Pabl-o then turned to the Canadian

Department of the Interior. The Commissioner of the Dominion

Parks, Howard Douglas, made an j-mmediate offer of $200 per

head to purchase Pablo's bison (Ogilvie L979) and in 1907 the

first shipment of 1,4g bison was transferred to EïNP. The

bison were held in EINP for the interim until construction of

the fence was completed at the new Buffalo Park at Vüainwright

in 1909 (BJ-ythe and Hudson 1987). In total , 716 plains bj-son

were transported from Montana to Canada at a cost of nearly
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$200/ 000 dol-lars (ogilvie !979) , In 1909 aIl- of the bison

except 48 which could not be rounded up, were transferred to
Wainwright. The remaining bison in EINP became the founding

stock for their present-day herd (Corner and Connell L95B).

By 1913, upon completion of the transfer, Canada had three

protected herds on public land: 111BB at Wainwright; 7L at

EINP; and 28 at Banff for a total of 1,287 plains bison

(Lothian 1981 ) .

Beyond the boundaries of Buffalo Park in Wainwright,

domestic cattle were heavily infected with tuberculosis and

brucellosis. In an attempt to distance the bison from contact

with cattl-e, park administratj-on erected a second fence around

the park. However/ at this time the government was al-so

experimenting cross-breeding domestic cattle with bison, and

these cattle r¡/ere permitted to range with bison. By l9L7 at

least one bison had died of tubercul-osis and the disease was

quickly spreading in the close confines of the fenced park.

The Wainwright bison population, free from natural- predators

and winter food shortages, increased rapidly and by L917

numbered close to 2400 bison. By I92L there were eight to

nine thousand bison in the park. As their preferred habitat,
the prairie grasses and meadows, became decimated, the bison

reverted to browsing on smal-1 twigs. To alleviate some of the

pressure, park officials began a slaughtering program and by

7925t 2tOOO bison \¡/ere slaughtered annualllr. But this was

stiIl not effective in keeping the population under control.
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The range was overgrazed, the herd was diseased something had

to be done. A proposar to sraughter the entire herd was met

with great pubJ-ic outcry. Another option was to ship the

wainwright bison somewhere el-se. wood Buffalo park was

sel-ected as it had just been created, íL was large, well-
equipped for bison protection, and with only 1500 wood bison,

appeared to be half-empty (Ogilvie L979). The proposal

brought protests by mammal-ogists/ conservationists and bison

authorities throughout the country, who were concerned the

purity of both sub-species and the health of the wood bison

would be endangered (Harper Ig25, HoweII Ig25, Saund.ers lg25 |

Rowan 1"929, McHugh 1-972, and OgiJ-vie 1979). The Canadian

Government argued the site where the wainwright bison were to
be released was isolated from the northern range of the wood

bison herd and with regard to the diseases, the Department of
the rnterior downprayed the high rate of infection theorizing
that because only young bison would be relocated, the risk of
dísease woul-d be minimal (Ogilvie 7979), Hoyes LJ_oyd, the

Park's Supervisor of Wildlife Protection at the time, in a

memorandum to the Commissioner of parks in 1924 warned,

" It is thought to be very bad epidemiology to ship buffalo
from a herd known to be diseased and pJ_ace them in contact
with buffalo at Vtood Buffal-o Park, which are not known to
be diseased as far as I am a\¡/are" (Stott 1990).

This caution was ignored and between 1925 and lgZB, 6t673

plains bison were transferred from Vüainwright to Wood Buffal-o

Park (4t826 yearlingsr 1/515 two-year olds ånd 332 three-year

ol-ds) (Carbyn et al-. 1989) . The remaining Vtainwright herd was
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destroyed (Wood Bison Recovery Team 1987 ) .

As predicted, the diseases spread and inter-breeding

between the original wood bison population and the introduced

plains bison was observed the first year (Fuller 1966). The

transfer of plains bison to WBNP has been described as one of

the most tragic examples of bureaucratic stupidity (McHugh

L972) | as weII as the greatest act of stupidity ever to occur

in Canadian wildlife management (Tessaro 1990).

3.5 Taxonomy

Recently, bison taxonomy has been an issue of debate.

However, it has general-l-y been accepted that there are two

subspecies of the North American bison; pJ-ains and wood.

Rhoads (1897) was one of the first to scientifically describe

wood bison and cl-assify them as a separate subspecies. Others

that have agreed with Rhoads, include Soper (1,94I)t Skinner

and Kaisen (1947 ) | and Geist and Karsten (L977 ) . van Zyll de

Jong (1986) conducted a multivariate morphometric study and

found a definite phenotypic discontinuity in body size

parameters between pJ-ains and wood bison. As a result, van

7,yII de Jong ( 1986 ) f eIt this justif ied the subspec j-es

classification. However, at the genotype leveI a significant

difference remains to be established. Graham (1923), Seibert

(1925 ) and Garretson (1927 ) attributed the larger size and

darker color of the wood bison to environmental- factors and

Peden and Kraay (7979) compared bloodnot genetics.
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characteristics between plains bison, wood bison and their

hybrids, and f ound that within Canadian herds all \^¡ere

relatively similar. In fact, differences among the separate

plains bison herds \¡/ere f ound to be greater than the

differences between the two subspecies and their hybrids.

Bork et aI. (1991) found a lack of genetic difference between

wood and plains bison, but also stated Lhat all possible

deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) combinations have not been tested.

Strobeck (1991) studied the differences in mitochondrial- DNA

and al-so found the differences between wood and plains bison

to be approximately the same or l-ess than differences within
plains bison from different areas.

3.6 Habitat

Habitat selection by bison seems to be controlled by high

energy requirements and strong preference for graminoids.

Primarily grazers, bison rely heavily on grasses and sedges

for most of their diet. fn some areas, browse can be

seasonally important (Soper 1,94L, McHugh 1958, Holsworth 1-959,

Fuller L966, Meagher L973, Peden et aI.1974t Van Camp 1-9751

Cairns I976, Cairns and Tel-fer 1980, Reynolds et aI. I9B2l

Meagher 1986 ) . Several- studies have proven bison will-

actively search for open grassland and low-lying sedge swal-es

(Meagher L973, Cairns I976, Reynolds et al. I978, Cairns and

Telfer 1980, Norland 1984). It is apparent when grasses and

sedges are avail-able they are selectively grazed by bison, and
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when they are sparse browse may be substituted (Reynolds et

al-. 1982). When available, bison also favour areas relatively
close to forest cover for protection from storms, and sun

(Soper 194I, McHugh 1958, Fuller 1966, Meagher 7973, Reynolds

et al. 1982, Meagher 1986).

The amount of forage required per day for bison has been

estimated at 7.4 kg of sedge hay or an average daily intake of

1.6% of their body weight in dry matter (Hawley et aI. 1981).

Quality of feed ingested has been compared to that of domestic

cattl-e. While there is relatively little difference in the

digestion efficiency of high quality forages Peden et al-.

(L914) and Richmond et al. (L977 ) found that in low quality
forages, (J-ow protein and high fibre content), the digestive
ability of bison was significantJ-y greater than domestic

cattle. Bison also require water or snow on a daily basis and

seem to prefer water over snovr (McHugh 1958, Jennings and

Hebbring 1983).

Impacts bison have on the environment results in
compaction of soil from trampling and removal of vegetation

through grazing. Other impacts are caused by wallowing,

horning, and the establishment and maintenance of trails
(Soper Ig4I, McHugh 1958, ReynoJ-d.s et aI. 1982). Grazing from

bison, simiJ-ar to other ungulates can have a significant
impact on maintaining grassl-ands (Larson 1940). Wallows

(depressions in the earth caused by bison rolling, horning and

pawing the earth) are subject to wind and water erosion
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(McHugh 1958, Meagher 1973). Horning of shrubs, saplings and

even mature trees caused by bison rubbing.on them can result
in compretery uprooting shrubs and saprings. Rubbing their
horns on the bark of trees often resurts in bark being torn
away which may eventualry kilr certain trees. Horning is
particurarry noticeable during the rut ( soper rg4r, McHugh

1958, Reynords et ar. L982). rt is al-so hypothesized that
this form of disruption to vegetation may in fact herp

maintain open meadows by inhibiting forest ingrowth and slow

succession (Meagher 1973, Reynords et al. 1982). wel-I-used

bison paths or trail-s often leave depressions of bare earth
which are subject to wind and water erosion, particuJ-arJ-y if
l-ocated on steep or unstable sropes (soper L94L). Trampring

can keep areas near water bodies or stream crossings almost

completely clear of vegetation (Soper 1941).

Mortality

.1 Predation

vüoIves (canis Lupus) are competent predators of free-
roaming bi-son and in some areas bison comprise a significant
portion of their diet (soper 1,941, McHugh 1958, Fuller 1960,

oosenbrug and carbyn 1985). on occasion, both grizzry (ursus

arctos) (McHugh l-958, Meagher r973) and black bears (ursus

americanus) (Britton and Graves 1983) have been known to prey

on bison cal-ves.

3:'

3.7
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3.7 .2 Dísease

Tubercurosis is an infectious disease caused by

(Mycobacterium bovis ) (Tessaro LIBT ) . In bison, the

respiratory and alimentary tracts are usual routes for
infection (Reynolds et al. r9B2). The disease is exhaled. in
breath vapour or excreted in feces, urine, milk and vaginal
discharges. Transmission is usually by inhal_ation or

ingestion of infected mirk by carves, contaminated forage or

water t ot coitus. Tuberculosis is a progressively

debilitating disease in bison and may cause pneumonia,

encephalitis, and metritis (uterine tubercul_osis). IT

generally makes bison more susceptible to predation, reduces

fertirity, and can resurt in weak carves which die short]-y

after birth (Bison Disease Task Force 19BB).

Brucell-osis is an infectious disease caused by the

bacteria (Brucella abortus ) (Tessaro 1987 ) . Brucel los is
causes abortj-on, temporary sterility, metritis and lowers milk
production in cattl-e and bison (Meagher !973, choquette et ar.
1'g78, Bison Disease Task Force 19BB). The most conmon mode of
brucel-losis transmission is oral contact with aborted fetuses

and placentas. However, it can arso be transmitted by

ingestion of infected forage or water or by transfer of mil-k

from an infected cow to her calf (Mccorquodal-e and DiGiacomo

19Bs ) .

Anthrax is an infectious, fever-producing disease of warm-

blooded animal-s caused by the bacterium (Bacill-us anthracis).
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The disease is found in soil--borne spores which can live
indefinitely. rt is characterized by a rapid infection of the
blood and death ensues shortly thereafter (Bison Disease Task

Force l-9BB ) .

other -diseases and parasJ-tes found in bison can include
severar species of ectoparasites and endoparasites (Kopjar

1989) with the majority of parasites beronging to the class

Nematoda (Reyno1ds et al. L9B2). These incrude stomach worms

(ostertagia ostertagi), lungworms (Dictyocaulus viviparus ) and

nodul-ar \^/orms (Oesophasostomum radiatum) (Reynolds et aI.
1982). rn generar, free-roaming bison herds have minimal

problems with parasites (Meagher L9B6)/ unlike captive herds

where ground feeding appears to enhance their occurrence

(Reynolds et a1. L982). Depending on the species of parasite,
effects can range from minor infestation to death (Reynords et
aI; ]-982) . Pathologicar conditions found in free-roaming

herds include arteriosclerosis, J-ymphosarcoma and pneumonia

(Furler 1961). ophthalmia, an enlarged granurated liver
disorder, ffiây also be found in free-roaming bison (Garretson

L927 ) .

3.7 .3 Winter Severity

Above average snowfall, long periods of low temperatures

and mild winter thaws forlowed by subzero temperatures create

conditions detrinrental to bison survival. rn yNp, Meagher

(r973) has described winterkil-l- as the combined effects of
climatic stress, reduced forage availability and the
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physiological- condition of individual- bison. Weather alone is
not normally a serious cause of bison mortality, but it is an

additional physiological- stress whj-ch, when added to the

effects of predation, or disease, can increase the rate of

mortality (FulIer l-961). Reynolds et a1. (1982) adds that
periodic extremes of winter climates are unpredictabl-e and can

increase the mortality rate in free-roaming bison populations.

3.7 " 4 Accidents

I,arge scale drowning was historicalJ-y considered to be an

important mortality factor of the plains bison (Roe 1970). In

one rare year of extensive flooding (191 4 ) in the Peace

Athabasca De1ta in WBNP, over 3r000 bison drowned (Bison

Disease Task Force 19BB). Bison have been known to drown in

EINP when they travelled too close to beaver (Castor

canadensis) houses (Blythe and Hudson l-gB7). In the spring of

1989 in the MBS 171 bison drowned (Gates et aI. 1991). This

total included L23 cows resulting in a significant reduction

in herd production.

Mortal-ities due to wildfires in bison ranges, were

historically thought to be insignificant (Soper 194I, FuIler

1966). However, Roe (1970) points to historical reports whi-ch

claim wil-dfires on the prairies often blinded, badly burned

and killed entire herds of bison. One such report was made by

Charles Mackenzie in 1804 while he was traveJ-Iing from Fort

Assiniboine (near present day Brandon) to the Missouri and

observed several herds of bison with their hair singed, eyes
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bl-inded and several burnt carcasses.

Mortalities from col-Iision with motor vehicles have

occurred in northern free-roaming herds in Canada and in YNP

(FuJ-}er 1966, Reynolds et aÌ. 1982, Meagher pers. coInm. 1990).

3.7 .5 Hunting

Outside WBNP, approximately 50-60 bison are Ìegally killed

annually by local hunters (Mercredi pers. comm. 1990). .From

19BB-1990 hunting accounted for approximately 35? of recorded

bison mortalities in and around WBNP (Catto 1991). In the

Slave River Lowlands (SRL) between L976-1977 lega1 hunting

accounted for approximately 39% of known bison mortality (Van

Camp 1987 ) . In the MBS hunting was permitted by lottery for

the f irst time in 1-987 when a quota of 20 bull-s was

established. This number v/as subsequently increased to 40

butts in l9B9 (Gates et aI. l-991). Outside YNP in Montana,

legal hunting has become part of the management practice to

try and reduce confl-ict between ranchers and bison. During

the period 1985-1990, a total of 688 bison have been removed

in this fashion.

3.8 Herd Characteristics

Although bison are gregarious, there are three types of

herd groups which can be observed throughout the year.

Matriarchal groups consist of cows, calves, yearlings and

occasionally a few old.er buÌts. There are buII groups, and

also a combination of matriarchal and bulJ- groups which form
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large breeding groups. In the matriarchal group , size and

configuration varies little for most of the year (Reynolds et

al. 1gB2) , BuII groups rarely consist of more than a few

bison. Breeding groups are the largest group and can contain

more than 400 bison (McHugh 1958).

Group cohesiveness is generally higher among cows than

with bulls (McHugh 1958, Shackleton 1968). Cow groups tend to

move as one unit with the initial movement usually instigated

by a mature cow (Kopjar l-989). The direction of this group's

movement appears to be retained within the breeding group and

may be repeated several times (McHugh 1958, Lott 1974).

Bison commonly make daily movements from one forage area

to another. Movement in their sunmer range is influenced by

seasonal- vegetation changes, síze and availability of forage

sites, the rut, and the presence of large numbers of biting

insects (Meagher 1973). Annual migrations are common and can

be either altitudinal or directional (ReynoJ-ds et al. L982).

Migration may be in response to availability and nutritional

quality of forage t ot due to macroclj-matic and microclimatic

variations, such as the presence of open water, shelter and

insect harassment (Reynolds et al. L9B2). Bison have been

known to migrate as much as 240 krn in boreal forest parkJ-and

habitat (Soper 1941). In WBNP, bison were observed to be

moving toward their winter range by September or October. As

streams, sloughs and lake shores freeze, large sedge meadows

become accessible to bison
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considerabre dispersar and foraging occurs along the route.
This pattern is reversed in rate March as bison move back to
their sufilmer range (Carbyn et al. 1989).

shaw and carter (1990) found when bison's winter and

annual- range \¡/as burned' the bison would increase the use of
their annual range, but showed littre response to new areas of
winter range created by the burn. They arso observed that
older cows appeared to be more likery to seek new winter range

than younger bison. shaw and carter (1990) concruded that to
discourage bison movements into ne\¡/ range managers might have

to limit the number of ol-der cows in the herd.

3.8.1 Rut

The activity of bison bulls substantiarly increases

during the rut. BuIIs investigate cows by sniffing, and

Iicking their vulva or urine, followed by a curling of the J-ip

with the neck furly extended (Reynords et al-. 1982). Bulrs
wil-l often "tend" a cow and this temporary bond between the

two may l-ast from a few seconds to several- days (McHugh 1958,

Reynolds et ar. 1982). During the tending period a butÌ will-
attempt to separate the col,v from other j-ndividuars in the

herd. This is accomprished throulh dispJ-ays of aggression and

threat postures in the form of erevating their tair, broadside

posturi-ng, pawing, wallowing, nodding their head, aggressive

lunging and occasíonal butting of heads with other bulrs
(McHugh 1958, Lott 1-974). Submissive gestures incl-ude

turning, running away and sudden resumption of grazing
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(Reynolds et al-. I9B2). Sounds made during the rut include

soft to loud grunts, bleats, roars, snorts, foot stamping and

tooth grinding (McHugh l-958, FuIIer 1960).

3 .8 "2 Calving

Immediately prior to parturition, covrs become restless and

excitabl-e and wifl often move away from the herd for one or

more days (McHugh 1958, Egerton 1962). Cow-calf pairs remain

in close proximity for the first couple of weeks and are l-ess

approachable when cal-ves are present (Soper 7947, McHugh l-958/

Engelhard L970, Reynolds et aI. I9B2), It is in these first
few weeks that calves are most vul-nerable to predation, and as

a resul-t, bison have adopted defence mechanisms to protect

their calves (Carbyn and Trottier 1987). These methods

include: calves running to the cow; to a nearby bull ì or to

the center of the herd. When in danger, adult bison will

attempt to separate the cal-f from the predator. If the herd

is fleeing from a pack of wolves, the calves are usually

l-ocated in the center so that the greatest possible distance

from the wol-ves is achieved. Bison, like other ungulates,

will also run through water bodies to deter predators (Carbyn

and Trottier 1987 ) .

3.9 Management of Free-Roaming Bison

Past and present management programs from PANP, WBNP, the

MBS and YNP/ were reviewed to gain a better understanding of

bison management and are included below.
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3"9.1 PrÍnce A1bert National Park

Management of the free-roaming bison in PANP has general-ly

consisted of monitoring herd numbers, distribution and

activity by park wardens while patrolling the park. From

I969-L978 the free-roaming bison herd was monitored through

incidental observations by park wardens. Between I979-1983

park wardens closely monitored the following: 1 ) total
numbers; 2) age and sex composition; 3) general habitat usag'e

and distribution, 4) activity on adjacent lands; and 5)

general herd behavior. These were determined through ground

and aerial observations. , Status reports for the bison herd

were produced by Collingwood (1980a, !980b), Minton (1983) and

by Minton and Schmidt (1984). From 1985 to 1988 monitoring

involved wardens recording incidental observations. Active

management has occurred in the past when bison \^/ere l-ocated

outside of the park boundaries and involved herding the bison

into the park.

3.9.2 Wood Buffalo Natíonal Park

Wood Buffalo National Park was created in Ig22, with one

of its primary objectives being the preservation of the last
remaining wild herd of wood bison (Fuller 1966). A

reconnaissance of the bison ranges between l-920 and 1922

reveal-ed the area surrounded by the Little Buffalo, the SaIt,

the Slave and the Jackfish rivers, contained.approximately

1r500 wood bison (Ogilvie I979). The introduction of the

plains bison in 1925 marked the most significant event in the
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management of the park's bison (Carbyn et al. 1989). One of

the first management problems created by the newly acquired

plains bison \^/as that a Ìarge number of them dispersed

southwest from Hay Camp across the Peace River, migrated out

of the park and into the lush meadows of the Peace Athabasca

Delta (Ogilvie 1,919). To maintain protection for bison, the

park was enlarged in 1926 from 26 tB00 square km to its present

size of 44l800 square km, to include most of the delta.

Between 1925-1965 there were four main management programs

initiated wilhin WBNP. The first was the slaughter of bison

for local consumption and aid for the Roman Catholic missions

and needy people around the park. Beginning in 1929, smal1

scale slaughters took place in the fieId, with the meat being

distributed by the Catholic Missions (Carbyn et aI. 1989).

The total number of bison slaughtered and the efficiency with

which this \¡/as accomplished increased in the earl-y 7g50's when

portable abattoirs were first used (MitchelI 1976). The

demand for bison meat grew/ and with standards established by

the Department of Agriculture, inspection of meat became

mandatory. This resulted in the building of a permanent

abattoir at Hay Camp (Stelfox L976). Wing fences and corrals

were also built to aid in the herding of bison, adding to the

efficiency of the slaughter. At this time 500-1000 bison were

being killed annually for meat. In 1957 an additional

abattoir was erected at Sweetgrass. By the 1960's bison meat

was sold in southern markets.
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purposes ended with the last shipment of meat to Expo 67 in

Montreal (SteJ-fox l-976). The last slaughter for l-ocal use

took place in 7974. Between 1950 and 1974 approximately 8,200

bison were slaughtered for meat of which a large percentage

v/ere cov/s and calves, thus effectively reducing the

productivity of the population (Bison Disease Task Force

19BB).

The second management program in this period dealt with

the disease issue. The first occurrence of tubercul-osis in

park bison \^/as reported in 1-937 (Bison Disease Task Force

19BB), while brucel-Iosis was not confirmed until 1956 (FuIler

1966). By the earJ-y 1950's veterinarians and biologists who

inspected the meat found high rates of tuberculosis in the

slaughtered bison (Carbyn et al. l-989). In 1954 a management

plan was established with the following goals: 1 ) to reduce

the incidence of disease in the bison herd; 2) to maintain the

park bison population within the carrying capacity of the

range; and 3) to slaughter onJ-y the diseased bison (Stelfox

7977 ) . This management program was in effect from L954 to

\962. While the main objective of the program was to test for

tuberculosis / much of the cullíng which took place was to

provide meat for local- communities, with Ìittle or no

selective killing of diseased bison. In many cases testing

for disease did not actually occur, despite the opportunity

(Bison Disease Task Force 1988).

In !962, an outbreak of anthrax occurred east of the park
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near Hook Lake and it became the new focus of disease contro]
(Novakowski and Choquette 1961). By 1964 the disease had

spread to the park despite efforts to depopulate the area

between the Little Buffalo and Slave Rivers (Bison Disease

Task Force 19BB). Anthrax prevention programs began in L965

and included searching for and destroying cadavers, as well as

vaccinating as many bison as possible (Carbyn et aI. 1989).

The third major bison management program in WBNP during

this period was the predator control program. By the l-ate

L900's wolves were becoming more numerous within the park and

playing a larger role in bison mortal-ity (Soper 1945). A wolf

control program was reconìmended Lo make more bison avail-able

for human consumpti-on ( Soper 1945 ) . Buffalo rangers began

poisoning wolves in 1935 (Mitchell 1976). During the winter

of L953-54 | one trapper poisoned B0 wolves in the Sweetgrass

area. On average it is estimated that 20 to 100 wolves were

poisoned annually between 1940 and the mid-1960's, when the

program ended (Carbyn et aI. 1987). While the exact number of

wolves killed is unknown, it was probably significant enough

to reduce the predation pressure on the bison (Carbyn et al.
1eB9 ) .

The fourth major bison program initiated prior to 1965 was

the Wood Bj-son Recovery Program. In 1957, Novakowski observed

an isolated bison herd in the northwest portion of the park

near the Nyarling River and Buffalo Lake area (Wood Bison

This discovery supported earlier
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speculation by Soper (1941) that a herd of wood bison had

remained isolated from the southern hybrids. In l-959, five

specimens were collected from the herd of approximately 200

and. sent to the Museum of Natural Sciences in Ottawa for
subspecies designation. PeIage characteristics, cranial

measurements and size compared favourably with wood bison

specimens (Banfield and Novakowski 1960). As a result, the

NyarJ-ing River herd was classif ied as morphological-ly

representative of wood bison (Wood Bison Recovery Program

1987). In February of 1963,77 bison were captured in this

area with the purpose of establishing a herd of wood bison in

another location to eventually form a breeding popuJ-ation

(Wood Bison Recovery Team 1987 ) . At the capture site , 6I

bison were tested for disease. The tests indicated one animal

had tuberculosis and over half were infected with brucellosis.

Of the disease-free bison, 18 were transported to an area

north of Fort Providence and released. These bison were the

founders of the present day MBS Herd (Novakowski l-963). In

L965 a second roundup took place. This time 40 bison r¡/ere

captured and tested f or disease, 24 r¡rere subsequently

transported to EINP to estabfish a herd which would eventually

be used for future wood bison re-introductions (Wood Bison

Recovery Team 1987).

fn 1966, FuIIer proposed a management plan for the WBNP

bison. His study took into consideration historical events,

the incidence of disease in different areas of the park,
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population dynamics/ mortality factors and range conditions,
He recommended the first aim of management should be to
preserve the aesthetic values of the herd, a goal which could

best be accomplished with a hands-off approach over most of
the park (Fuller 1966).

rn 1968, a five-year plan to fence and eliminate arr free-
roaming bison in the park, with annual testing and

sraughtering for diseases was put forward (Novakowski and

choquette 1961). This pran was rejected due to high cost, and

environmentar and aesthetic concerns regarding fencing of the

largest wild bison herd in the world (Carbyn et al-. l_9S9).

rn 1972¡ ân arternate pJ-an was devised to develop and

maintain as large a disease-controll-ed herd as possible (Bison

Disease Task Force 19BB). short term objectives were to
implement a large scare vaccination program for anthrax and to
monitor tubercul-osis and bruceÌlosis rates. As werl, each

animal- would be tagged so that additional information on bison

ecorog.y coul-d be accumul-ated. rt proposed building several-

corral-s spread out over the entire bison range to assist in
capturing the bison (Carbyn et al-. 1989).

The program went ahead and bison v/ere rounded up and

corralred at Hay camp, sweetgrass and Lake one. rt was during

these vaccination round-ups that the effects of human handring

of bison was studj-ed. rt was found that the average mortarity
attributed to round-up injuries in chutes, through calves

being trampled, and bison being gored was 2Z
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vaccination period, approximatery 610 bison died as a result.
of handling (Mil-l-ette and sturko 1977). Because of these high

l-osses MilÌette and Sturko (L977 ) recommended that the anthrax

vaccination program be terminated. rn rg77 the vaccination
round-ups were cancel]ed and the existing infrastructure
(handring facilities) removed or reft to rot (Bison Disease

Task Force 19BB). This cancerration of the vaccination
program effectively ended the 1,972 management plan.

The present management pJ-an for wBNp (1984) states
management of bison wilI take a hands off approach and natural
processes will be permitted to regulate herd size unress

population l-evels reach the point where survivar of the herd.

is threatened. rt specificarry outlines: 1) that bison wirr
continue to be furly protected and monitoring of the herd wilr
be improved with research programs on disease; 2) herd

dynamics and behavior research wiII utilize techniques which

wil-l not stress the bison; and 3) the cps, Agricul-ture canad.a,

the Government of AJ-berta, and the Government of the NV'ir will
designate buffer zones where livestock operations wirl- be

prohibited (Parks Canada 1984a).

rn 1986 ¡ âtr inter-jurisdictional- steering committee

(Federar Environmental Review office 1990) was formed to
review the imprications of bison being infected with
tuberculosis and brucelrosis in and around the wBNp area. The

committee in turn created a Bison Disease Task Force to
identify and assess what options exi-sted with regard to the

tr1
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following problems: 1 ) potential for infection of domestic

livestock; 2) interference with re-introduction of wood bison;

3) danger to the health of users of bison meat; and 4) threat

to the genetic integrity of free-ranging wood bison. The

options which \¡/ere found to be the most feasible by the Task

Force included: 1) sLatus quo; 2) fencing the park; 3)

composite plan of using strategical-ly placed fences combined

with buffer zones; and/or 4) eradication of the diseased-

exposed bison and replacement with disease-free wood bison

(Bison Disease Task Force 19BB).

In 19BB an Environmental Assessment PaneI was established

to examine al-I reasonable options for dealing with the bison

issue, including those recommended by the Task Force j-n order

to achieve protection for domestic livestock, free-roaming

wood bison and human health (Federal Environmental Assessment

Review Office 1990). Af ter several months of pubJ-ic

consultation' and review of several technical reports, the

panel presented its reconmendations j-n August 1990. They

concluded thaL complete eradication of bison in and around

WBNP was the only method of elirninating the risk of disease

transmission to domestic cattle, wood bison and humans. Once

the disease-exposed bison were eliminated, the area would then

be restocked with disease-free wood bison (Federal

Environmental Assessment Review Office 1990) .

fn response to this report, J-ocaI native bands, park staff
and the general public v/ere outraged. Park staff from WBNP
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created a Bison Emergency Response Team, and in the process an

internal memorandum \,vas circurated through the park system and

eventually leaked to the press. The memorandum cited reasons

why the slaughter should not take p1ace, with the primary

reason being that it. would set a precedent which could

threaten the ecological integrity of all national_ parks

(struzik 1990). The combined effect of the memorandum and

public pressure, resulted in the federal environment minister
stati-ng that Ottawa would seek to find a compromise which

would satisfy aII parties invol-ved.

In 1991 a Northern Buffalo Management Board was

established to seek an alternative sol-ution. Their main

objectives include: to ensure that a heal-thy free-roaming

bison herd continue to be a major component of the regional

ecosystem; to prevent the spread of bovine tuberculosis .n9

brucell-osis in and around WBNP; to assemble existing data and

carry out specif ic studj-es such as predator prey rel_ationships

and through traditional knowJ-edge and scientific research gain

a better und.erstanding of ecological interactions (Northern

Buffal-o Management Board 1991).

3.9.3 The Mackenzie Bíson Sanctuary

In August of 1963, 16 wood bison from WBNP vrere released

25 km north of Fort Providence NWT. These bison were the

founders of the present day MBS herd (Bison Disease Task Force

19BB). The area to the west of Great sl-ave Lake was decrared

a bison Sanctuary by a Game Ordinance in 1963. Management
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over the next 20 years generally consisted of monitoring bison

numbers. The herd steadily increased to 100 in 197I, 600 in
L979, and 1200 in I9B4 (Bison Disease Task Force 19BB). In

1983 the NVüT Department of Renewable Resources drafted a 10-

year plan for the managers of the bison. The plan set out

goals for the resource managers and options of how to attain

those goals . The goals \^/ere: 1) maintain a viable f ree-

ranging bison herd; 2) utilize the MBS for the purposes of

transplanting wood bison to other areas; and 3) plan for the

best utilization of surplus bison for residents of the NWT

once the first two goaJ-s have been achieved (Northwest

Territories Department of Renewabl-e Resources 1983).

This draft was revised in I9B7 and published as a

management plan for the MBS (Northwest Territories Department

of Renewable Resources 1987 ) . Input v/as solicitated from

fish and game associations, resident hunters/ conservation

groups, and the general public. The following management goals

were established by the NWT Department of Renewabl-e Resources

(1987) for the MBS herd: 1) maintain a viable free-ranging

herd, as this herd is the J-argest herd of wood bison in the

world. This goal shoul-d take precedence over all others; 2)

increase the numbers of bison and their distribution through

natural expansion of the range as well- as providing bison for

transplants in other areas; and 3) pJ-an for the utilization of

surplus bison by residents of the NÌlT once the first two goal-s

The plan al-so laid out several
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management objectives: 1) to permit the number of bison in the

sanctuary to increase through natural reproduction and

recruitment to the estimated carrying capacity of 7l0O ì 2)

establish other wood bison populations through introductions
and identifying new areas that could support bison, as well- to
enhance the expansion of the MBS into unused habitat adjacent

to current range; 3) to maximize opportunities for non-

consumptive and consumptive use of wood bison for the benefit
of people in the NWT and Canada; and 4) to develop a

comprehensive land management strategy to ensure bison range

is protected from competing land uses. The status of the MBS

under the Nvlr wildrife Act inhibits the encroachment of
agricurture/ mining or other l-and uses not compatibJ-e with

bison (Northwest Territories Department of Renewable Resources

1987 ) .

Research in the MBS has concentrated on habitat
availability and usag.e, size, composition, and distribution of

bison. Radio tel-emetry will be used to monitor movements and

habitat use patterns. This will allow for identification of

seasonal-]y important areas which are critical for management.

A habitat evaluation program was conducted to determine range/

composition and biomass avail-able to the bison. It has

utilized remote sensing, interpretation of aerial photographs

and detailed ground truthing. Based on this it was found that
the area could support approximately 7100 bison. Fire is
recogni-zed as an integral part of habitat management and is
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considered beneficial for maintenance or improvement of

habitat under some circumstances (Northwest rerritories
Department of Renewable Resources 1987).

Calf production and survival wilt be determined annualJ_y

f rom detail-ed composition counts. These counts wil-l- occur

during the post-calving period (June-JuIy) and again in late
faII. Total counts will be made opportunistically each year

during other work or every second year if a rel-iable estimate

cannot be made (Northwest Territories Department of Renewable

Resources 1987 ) .

Frequency of wol-f pred.ation and other sources of mortality
witl be monitored. Annual collections of 10 bison will be

made and complete necropsies will be performed (Northwest

Territories Department of Renewabl-e Resources 1987 ) .

As the population approaches the target number of 7100

hunting wilI be used as a tool to regulate the rate of

increase. Initial harvest wil-I be low with little overall
effect on herd productivity, beginning with a quota of 20

bulIs in 1987, and then 40 in 1988. AIl hunting will be

supervised by Renewable Resource Officers who will accompany

the hunters and take biological samples from the bison.

Hunting will be restricted to certain seasons and in areas

away from non-consumptive users (Northwest Territories
Department of Renewable Resources 1987 ) .

A community based interpretive center which will- include

displays and fi1ms, as well- as bison product handicrafts will-
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be established in Fort Providence. The purpose of this will
be to increase public awareness and appreciation of the wood.

bison. As weII, a full time bison ecologist and technician

wil-I be hired to compÌement the efforts of Renewable Resource

Officers (Northwest Territories Department of Renewable

Resources 1987 ) .

3"9"4 Yellowstone Natíonal Park

Established in 1872, YNP was the world's first nationaf

park. It encompasses an area of B t992 square km and has

approximately 2 t300 free-roaming plains bison (Meagher pers.

cornm. 1990). Bison have been part of the ecology in the

Yel-l-owstone area since prehistoric times. It is the only area

in the United States which has continually had free-roaming

bison (Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks et aI.
1990). At the time the park v/as created, hunting of bison was

still permitted and the only protection was against wanton

destruction of wildlife (Meagher I974). Regulations were

passed that prohibited hunting of bison in 1883, but it was

not until 1894, with the passing of the Lacey Act which

created penalties and jurisdictional authority against killing
of wildlife, that enforcement occurred (Meagher 1974). This

protection came at a time when the number of free-roaming

bison l-eft in YNP numbered less than 50 (Montana Department of

Fish, Wildlife and Parks et aI. 1990). Park administration

fel-t the herd was too close to extinction, so in 1907 the park

purchased. two semi-domestic plains bison herds and rel-eased
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them into a fenced enclosure in the Lamar Valrey, l-ater cal-red

the Lamar Buf f al_o Ranch. Over the next few decades this
captive herd flourished, aided by supplemental- feeding and

predator control mechanisms. The herd increased to a 1evel-

where culling and castration were required to control numbers

(Meagher L974).

In the early 1930's the philosophy of bison management in
YNP began to change and it was decided to phase out the Lamar

Buffaro Ranch. rn 1936 the bison from the Buffalo Ranch were

transported to the Mary Mountain area to re-establísh their
historic range, and the herd was arlowed to intermingle and

interbreed with the smal-l original- wild populati_on.

Regulation of the numbers of the free-ranging population began

in 1955 as the new Mary Mountain Herd increased rapidly in its
new habitat. Herd currings were hetd at irregular intervars
between 1955-1,966. studies in L963 revealed the bison herds

coul-d persist without the interference of cul_J_ing programs, so

it was decided herd reduction programs would cease.

comparativery J-ow reproduction rates, Iow increment rates, and.

heavy mortality during severe winters were strong enough

infruences on the bison to al-low for naturar reguration

(Meagher 7974).

A major concern among resource managers is the fact that
a large percentage of the bison (30-501à) are infected with
brucell-osis (Meagher rg74) with estimates ranging as high as

702 (Budd pers. conrm. 1991). The disease was first reported
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in YNP in 1917 (Meagher J.974). Over the last decade, progress

has been made throughout the united states in a nation-wide

effort to eradicate brucerrosis from domestic cattre. This

has resulted in an increased focus and concern over

brucel-i-osis in the YNP bison (Thorne et aI. 1989). In L968 an

attempt was made to try and control bovine brucel-losis and

minimize the potentiat for contact between bison and cattl-e.

Park official-s decided that instead of trying to control- the

rate of disease of infected bison, they would impJ-ement a

boundary control program to try and contain the bison within
the park. From 1968 to 1974 a handfut of bison migrated out

of the park and were of l-ittle concern to adjacent landowners

(Meagher 1989). However, the situation changed during the

winter of 1975-i 6 when approximately B0 bison moved downstream

along the Yellowstone River and foraged near the northern

boundary of the park cl-ose to Gardiner, Montana and over the

next several years this movement continued (Meagher 1989).

To combat the confl-ict between bison and adjacent

Iandowners, the Montana State Legislature passed a l_aw in L9B5

which added bison to its l-ist of legally hunted big game.

" It is the intent of the legisl-ature that the regulated
hunting of wild buffal-o allowed by House Bill No. 763' be considered only one of many solutions available to
the Department and the National Park Service for
controlling the migration of wild buffalo across the
boundaries of Yellowstone National Park. The legislature
encourages further negotiations and cooperation between
the Department and the National Park Service to seek
other methods of controlling, as soon as possible, the
migration of wild buffalo into Montana from Yellowstone
National- Park" (Montana Department of Fish, Wil-dlife and
Parks et al. 1990).
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After twelve years of monitoring bison movements and

failed attempts to maintain bison exclusiveJ-y within the park,

it was concluded that management options are limited.
Maintaining the bison solely.within the park appears to be an

impossible task and allowing the bison to re-poputate vacant

habitat outside the park in Montana is not politically
feasible. The only effective method that would maintain bison

solely within YNP would be complete fencing. However, this
contradicts the park's policy of preserving a free-roaming

wild bison herd, and is also economically, pol_itically and

ecoJ-ogicalIy unrealistic. Since movement vras destination-
oriented and there \,vas an apparent lack of f ood stress,

supplemental winter feeding programs or population reduction

within the park would not be effective in terminating the

movements (Meagher 1989 ) . Removal- of bison that move to the

northern boundary would probabJ-y eliminate what seems to be an

acquired knowledge. Meagher (1985) notes however, that a

removal- of bison within the park would be unacceptable

politically. Culling of bison outside of the park boundary

appears to be the only viabÌe alternative to minimize the

conflict with adjacent landowners, though it won't alter the

movements it might l-essen the conflicts (Meagher 1989).

Because they are free-roaming, the bison of the YNp area

are subject to various federal, state or private land

jurisdictions (depending on their location). To properly

manage the bison/ a cooperative management system \^/as
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required. In 1989 a Memorandum of Understanding involving the

Montana Department of Fish, WiIdIife and Parks/ YNP, the

National Park Service, GaIl-atin National Forest, and the U.S.

Forest Service was de.veloped:

"to provide cooperative and mutual management of wildl-if,e
species that are conmon and shared by the Park, State and
Forest. It is recognized that the Yellowstone ecosystem
is an enormous complexity of ecological communities and
the diversity of management requirements and procedures is
equally complex. It is recognized and understood that
each agency operates under different legislative mandates
and management objectives. However, when feasible, the
Park, State and Forest shalI coordinate research and
monitoring activities, and share resulting data, and shall
coordinate and share management responsibilities and
activities" (Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife and
Parkb et al. 1990).

An interim management plan (Montana Department of Fish and

Parks et al-. 1990) was created to deal with the immediate

problem of bison migrating out of YNP. The agencies that
created this plan \¡/ere the Montana Department of Fish,

Wild1ife and Parks, the National Park Service and the United

States Forest Service. In the pJ-an f our main management

objectives were establ-ished for the northern YNP bison. These

were: L) to reduce the potential for disease transmission of

brucellosis to cattl-e.. 2) to reduce the potential for human

conflict and property damage; 3) to ensure opportunities exist
to view free-roaming bison in YNP; and 4) to maintain a self-
sustaining population

To accomplish the

bison were identified

of bison.

above objectives, a core number of 200

for the northern herd. It was also

decided that there woul-d be two sets of management activities,
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one when the herd is bel-ow the core number and another when it
exceeds it. Prior to reaching the 2OO limit it \¡/as decided

active management would include: l-) initial monitoring via
dail-y ground patrols to track bison movement; 2) use of aerial
fJ-ights whenever the northern boundary is approached by the

bison; 3) physical attempts to prevent bison from migrating

out of the park only when it is predicted the chosen action

will be successful ì 4) reducing bison as required when the

bison are out of the park that pose a threat to livestock or

to private properLyì and 5) the State of Montana continuing to

conduct the reduction programs of bison outside of YNP, with

the assistance of park rangers (Montana Department of Fish,

Wildlife and Parks et aI. 1990).

When the core limit is exceeded, special efforts will- be

put into effect to protect livestock from contact with bison

through: 1) aggressive attempts to herd bison into the park

when they are considered to be posing a threat to cattle, this
may incJ-ude selective shooting of bison that pose an immediate

threat to livestock; 2) creation of Emergency Management Zones

on remote state land outside of the park some distance from

cattle herds, with attempts made to herd bison into these

areas; and 3) if these efforts are unsuccessful in reducing

the risk of contact, then under the jurisdiction of the State

of Montana, bison will continue to be removed through hunting

(Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks et al-. 1990).
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4"1

4"7

Chapter IV

Results

Landowners

" 1 Questionnaire

fn total-, 22 landowners were selected from Canwood and Big

River municipalities to receive the mailed questionnaire.

fnterviews were arranged a few weeks later and consisted of an

informal meeting at the landowners residence. Twenty-one of

the 22 landowners were interviewed (one was away for the

summer). The absent landowner has not had bison on her

property since the early seventies.

A distinction was made between sightings of Ione bulls and

herds (a herd was determined to consist of two or more bison).

This study focused on observations of bison herds l-ocated

outside the park rather than l-one bulI sightings. For

approximately the last five years at least one l-one buII has

remained outside of the park for much of the year and is
observed on a regular basis by several l-andowners. Past

attempts to herd the bul1 back into the park have been

unsuccessful. Landowners are not too concerned with the buII,
therefore it was decided by park managers to let him be

although when possible the l-one bul-l-'s activities are

monitored.

Eighty two percent (n=18) of the landowners in the study
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area had at some point between 1969-1-990 | experienced bison on

their property. Thirty six percent (n=B) stated they had

observed bison on their property almost every year since the

L969 release.

The largest herds reported outside of the park by

l-andowners were 40 ín l9B7 and 41 in 1991. On both occasions

the bison were observed on the same landowner's property,

Iocated adjacent to the south crossing area (Fig. 5).

The types of bison activity observed by landowners on

their properties varied, but the majority of observations were

of bison grazing, on pastures/ h.y, or crops. Less frequently

observed activities included wall-owing and travelling. Types

of damage caused by the bison included hay and crop damage

from wallowing and trampJ-ing however, the most serious was

considered to be damage to fences.

Most landowners (64e.) (n=14) stated that there is no

present need for active management of the bison to reduce

conflicts. Landowners who expressed there should be some

future active management, were the 36% (n=B) that experienced

the most occurrences with bison. Suggestions offered by these

landowners concerning suitable forms of management were varied

and included: 1-) complete fencing of the park; 2) fencing only

those areas where the bison exit the park; 3 ) extending the

Texas Gate; 4) using a pole across the Texas Gate; 5)

controlled burning in the park; 6 ) attaching refl-ectors to
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landowner fences; and 7) prompt attention by wildlife officers

to herd the bison into the park as soon as possible. The

majority of Iandowners felt that as the bison herd increases,

the number and severity of bison/landowner conflicts wilI also

increase.

4.t "2 Interviews

Ninety percent (n:19) of the l-andowners felt the SPRR

should take an active role in protection of bison when they

are outside of PANP. Most agreed there should be total

protection for the bison both in and outside of the park

boundary

Eighty one percent (n=17) of the landowners stated they

would have some degree of tolerance to damage caused by the

bison. Two (10?) stated they would be willing to tolerate

damages of up to $500. One l-andowner indicated he had on

several occasions l-eft a strip of fal-l-ow land on the edge of

his field to provide a wallowing area for bison shoul-d they

happen onto his property. Several Ìandowners agreed a few key

factors would be critical in determining their leveI of

tol-erance: the time of year the bison were out; number of

bison; and length of time the bison v/ere allowed to remain on

their property. Two landowners (1-0%) stated any damage on

their land would be considered serious and would not be

tolerated f or any J-ength of time.
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Ninety percent (n=19) of the landowners chose to answer

the question concerning who should be hetd accountable for

damage caused by the bison. Of those, 422 (n=B) felt the SPRR

should be responsible | 262 (n=5) thought responsibility should

be shared equal-ly between the SPRR and the CPS/ 76% (n=3) fel-t

the CPS al-one should be responsibJ-e, 11t (n=2) thought the

landowner should be responsible, and one (5?) felt no one is

responsible (Fig. 6).

Overall, landowner attitudes were positive toward having

a free-roaming herd of bison in the area. One landowner (5%)

expressed negative feelings toward the bison herd, however

this was Ìimited to when the bison were outside of the park

boundary. A general concern raised by several landowners was

that they would like to have greater accessibility to PANP's

west side, ranging from designated biking, hiking and skiing

trails to vehicle access. It was al-so noted that knowledge of

the free-roaming bison herd was not widespread in areas

adjacent to the park. Two landowners (98) were unaware of the

bison's existence in the area. Several l-andowners appeared to

be concerned that local natives could IegaJ-Iy hunt bison in

certain areas when bison are out of the park. Landowners in

general \¡/ere interested in discussÏng bison issues and were

appreciative of information packages received.
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4"2 Ecologícal Management Considerations

The various ecological properties identified below were

based on 103 ground observations and nine random aerial
surveys over known bison range.

4.2.1 Hístorical- Evidence of Bison in the Prince A1bert

Natíonal Park Region

The area around PANP has been classified as the area of

Lransition between the historical- southern range of the wood

bison and the northern range of the plains bison (Fig. 2) .

Cranial measurements (van ZyLL de Jong 1991-) of the three

skults collected were compared to those of historical pIa5-ns

and wood bison. Based on a rough estimation, their age was

determined to be in the range of I2O-150 years oId (Greenfield

pers. com.m. 1990 ) . Two of the skulIs were f rom bulls and

their cranial measurements clearly fell- within the range of

the historical plains bison J-eading van Zyl1 de Jong (1991) to

conclude they were from a plains bison popuJ-ation.

The third skull- was that of a bison co\M. Because the

number of historic (Bison athabascae) cow skulls are li-mited,

comparisons had to be made with the findings of McDonald

(1981) which indicated the skull was well within the range of

historical plains bison. As a result, van ZyII de Jong (l-991)

stated there coul-d be little doubt the cow came from the same

plains bison populatJ-on as the two bulls.
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4 "2.2 Mortality

The first free-roaming bison mortality found in pANp

occurred in May of 1990, when the carcass of a yearling
Ì^ras located. Based on the evidence near the carcass it was

determined to have been killed by three wolves (Baird pers.

conm. 1990 ) .

In 1991, three additional bison mortaliti_es were

discovered. The fi-rst was a one-week-ord femare cal-f found in
May. Autopsy resul-ts from the Western College of Veterinary

Medicine determined the cause of death was a direct result of
puncture wounds suffered on either side of its neck. Whil_e

the actual source of the puncture wounds is unknown in arr

likel-ihood they $/ere from a wol-f attack (Wobeser 1991).

The second bison mortality v/as discovered in July. Based

on cementum analysis of its primary incisors (Matson ir992) the

bison was determined to be a five-year-old cow. With only

partial skeletal remains in the area, the exact cause of the

cow's death was uncertain. However, dried blood stains on

nearby trees and shrubs indicated the cow probably had been

preyed upon. There was a great deal of wolf sign (scat,

tracks ) at the site which led the author to bel-ieve the cow

had been preyed upon by wolves.

The third mortality was discovered in August. The bison

was determined to be a yearJ-ing based on cementum anal_ysis of

its primary inci-sors (Matson L992). The exact cause of death
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was difficult to determine from it's skeletal remains.

However a marrow sample from a femur revealed the animal- had

a fat content of 953, indicating the bison was healthy at the

time of death (Leighton 1991). Due to the amount of wol-f sign

(scat, hair, tracks) at the site and area it is believed

predation by wolves caused the yearling's death.

4.2.3 Disease Status
' Since their original release in 1'969, onJ-y one bison has

been tested for disease, the calf carcass found in May of

1991. It was found to be disease free and determined to be

relatively healthy prior to being kiIIed (Wobeser 1991).

4.2.4 Natality Rate

During the summer of 1989, 1-1 calves were observed within

the main herd. In 1990, 10 calves \¡/ere observed, and in 1991,

eight calves were observed (not including the one mortality).

These cal-f numbers represent natality rates of 20% in :.9B9 |

17% in 1990, and I2Z in 1991.

4.2.5 Total Counts

Highest observed total- counts for the three sunmers v/ere

obtained from random aerial surveys. The total number of

bison counted were: 55 in L9B9; 59 in 1990; and 67 in 1991.

4.2.6 Growth Rate

The average finite rate of growth for the herd over the

three-year period was l-1%, this transforms to an exponential

growth rate of r=.I04.
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4.2"7 Herd Structure

In August of 1989 the main herd consisted of a minimum of

11 calves (23%)t three yearlings (6%), five juveniles (2-4

year old) (103)/ 20 adult cows (422), and nine adult bul-Is

( 19? ) at least seven others \¡/ere unclassif ied.

4.2.8 Habitat

During the summer months bison were observed feeding

almost exclusively on either sedges or grasses. Both ground

and aerial observations confirm bison prefer to forage during

the summer on the large open sedge-grassland meadows. Of the

total ground observations , 44t of the observations were of

bison located on the sedge-grass meadov/s aroìfnd Amyot Lake and

north to the Snare Lake meadows; 2L% of the observations were

of bison travelling on road surfaces; IB% were of bison in a

closed mixed forest; 12% of the observations were of bison on

agricultural l-ands; and 5% v¡ere of bison located in shrub

areas.

Of the aerial- observations, bison were located on sedge-

grass meadows near Amyot and Snare Lakes 56>o¡ 222 in a cl-osed

mixed forest while the remaining 22% of. the bison observations

were on a travel surface.

4.2.9 Range

The summer range of the free-roaming herd in PANP

encompasses an area of approximately 150 square km ( 30 km

north to south and 5 km east to west) and extends from
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Rabbit Creek in the southeast to Lost Creek in the northwest,

and from Amyot Lake in the east to the Sturgeon River j-n the

west (Fig. 5). The range of the main herd however is more

restricted, as only bulls \¡/ere observed between Fox and Rabbit

Creeks (Fiq. 5). The bison's temporary range outside of the

park on adjacent Iands occurs within the study area between

the two crossing areas along the park boundary, encompass5_ng

a total area of approximately 10 square km ( 10 km north to
south and 1km east to west).

4.2.tO fnterspecífíc Competition

On three occasions bison \¡/ere observed foraging within 50

m of lone elk bulls. Both species appeared to be indifferent
to one another. White-tail deer were observed within 50 m of

bison on nine occasions. Both species paid little if any

attention to one another.

4.2.lL General Herd Behavior

Based on ground observations mixed groups in PANP were

more gregarious than bull groups throughout the sunmer months

(Table 1-). In general bulls were observed more often alone

and at greater distances sometimes up to 30 km away from the

main herd. Based on ground observations the largest mean

group size occurred during the post cal-ving period (June

and JuIy), while aerial observations indicated that the

largest mean group síze occurred during the post calving
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period (June) but also during the rut (August) (Table 2). On

adjacent lands outside PANP herds consisted exclusively of

mixed groups (Table 3). OnIy one calf was observed out of the

park over the three suÍÌmers.

On three occasions in PANP bulls made aggressive actions

toward the author. Each ended with threat displays which

included pawing, bellowing, elevation of the tail-, thrashing

of shrubs and small trees. On one occasion a bull made a

bluff charge stopping approximately 10 m away.

4.3 Bison Migrations onto Adjacent Lands

Bison migrated from the park onto adjacent landowners

properties twice j-n 1989r oD six occasions in 1990, and on

five occasions in 1991. Over the three sunmers/ al-l- 13 of the

migrations occurred in May and June (Fig. 7).

4.4 Migration Routes

The bison used two areas exclusively to migrate out of the

park. The first is located approximately .5 km south of the

Texas Gate (Sturgeon Bridge) (pig. 5). This appears to be the

main migration corridor as the bison utilized this route 932

(n=12) of the time. This crossing is one of the few l-ocations

along the Sturgeon River which does not require a significant

amount of energy expenditure to cross. It is one of the

narrowest places on the river to cross (approximately 7 m wide

and 2 m deep) and has relatively firm ground on either side.
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Figure 7: Bison occurrences on adjacent lands.
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In addition this particular area along the river
nearest location to an adjacent landowners fieId.

is the

The second area of crossing is located north of the

Sturgeon River where it exits the park, and becomes part of

the park boundary (Fig. 5). The park road across the river
al-l-ows f or easy access out of the park and on to l-eased

Provincial Crown Lands. This land is exclusively pasture and

the lessee grazes approxi-mately 50 head of cattle on it. On

the one occasion the bison utilized this route they crossed

the park boundary and then followed a trail along the Sturgeon

River southwest across the Provincial- Crown Lands and

eventually made their way onto an adjacent l-andowners hay

field. At both crossing areas the bison utilized the same

route on their return to the park.

4.5 Bison Activities on Adjacent Lands

While outside the park, bison were observed grazing,

travelling and wallowing, in landowners pastures (Fig. B), hay

and crop f ields (Fig. 9) , summerfallow, and road\¡/ays. Damage

observed as a result of bison included wall-ows in crops (Fig.

10), hay fields, and downed barbed wire fences (Fig 11).

4.6 Cattle in PANP

These migration corridors are not restricted to bison as

cattle also used them to migrate into the park from adjacent

lands. Cattle were observed in the park on seven different
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occasi-ons; once in June and six times during August. The

cattl-e utilized the same crossing areas as the bison except

they used the north crossing five times and the south crossing
onry once. The main damage caused by cattle in the park

incrude trampring of vegetation, and establishment of trails,
some of which l-ead out of the park. There is the potential_

for cattle to introduce parasites and diseases to the bison as

wetl as exotic species of vegetation into the park.

4.7 Attempts to Minimize Bison occurrences on Adjacent Lands

rn 1989, in an attempt to disrupt bison migration across

the sturgeon River the exact area of crossing was rocated. rt
was found that bison were crossing the river on a beaver dam.

once they crossed the dam the bison had access to an adjacent
l-andowners field. A short fence was constructed across the
dam to try and deter this migration. The bison \^/ere not
observed out of the park again until the following spring. rn

the spring of 1990 the bison began crossing approximately 2o

m south of the beaver dam. once again a short fence \¡/as

constructed across their path. However/ it did not prove

successful- as the bison re-routed their crossing approximately

30 m to the south. rt was decided short fences were not
effective and at best were short term deterrents, therefore
the fences were removed in the summer of 1991.

The effectiveness of the Texas Gate came into questj-on in
1-990 when a landowner tried to herd the bison back into the
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park and observed four bison jumping the gate. rn response a

pore was placed across the gate to deter the bison from

jumping it. The bison have been observed on six occasions

near the gate by the author and they did not make any attempt

to cross it. The bison actually appeared to be confused by

the gate¡ âs they sniffed, pawed at it and walked repeatedly

back and forth beside it. rt was decided that in most

situations the Texas Gate is effective and unl-ess the bison

are under stress, they would not jump it. In addition, the
pole was thought to be a barrier to other wildrife species

movements such as deer who commonly jrrmp the gate. In 1991

the pore was not used and there were no j-nstances of bison

jumping the gate. In an attempt to reduce the amount of
damage to neighbouring fences, refJ-ective tape was attached to
a neighbour's barbed wire fence. This did not prove

successful as the bison continued to knock the fence down when

they migrated out of the park and traverred through that
particular area

Active methods to minimize confricts invol-ved herding

bison into the park off landowner's properties. On four
separate occasions bison v/ere herded into the park. Bison

v/ere primarily herded on foot arthough on one occasion a

vehicle siren and on one occasion crackershells were utilized
to initiate movement. Both devices' were successful in
initiating bison movement. on al-l- f our occasions the bison
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responded well- and were easiJ-y herded into the park, using the
same river crossing ( south crossing) they previously utilized
to migrate out'of the park.
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CHAPTER V

DTSCUSSTON

5.1 Problem ttildlife Management

without an understanding of private landowner concerns

wildlife-human interactions are strained resulting in
unnecessary environmental stresses with potentially high
economic losses (Rounds L9B0). Where problem wil-dlif e

management exists as a result of depredation, wiÌdl_ife
managers should aim to minimize confricts and promote a

coexistence between wildlife and agriculture, and search for
ways to mitigate damages to private property. rt should be

pointed out that if agricurturarists feer wildtife damage is
serious enough they wirt attempt to resorve their own wil_dlife
depredation problems with or without government assistance
(Dorrance 1983 ) .

rn saskatchewan, financial- assistance to an owner of
agricultural produce will be made available to prevent d.amage

by big game or any native wildrife species for which there
exists no open hunting season for that species. rf the
agricul-tural grower has satisfied the forrowing: 1) taken alr
reasonable steps to protect the agricuJ_turaI produce from

damage; and 2) has informed a resource officer of the damage

immediately upon noticing it. The preventative assistance
program will reimburse the agricurtural- owner for any

materials used to protect their agricurtural- produce that has

been approved by a resource officer. rf damage continues
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despite preventative measures the minister may provide damage

assistance to an agricultural owner. The total amount of
assistance to each cl-aimant annual-ry is the lesser of $2500 or
75% of the damage. compensation for damage to unharvested
crops wilr amount to $2500 or 75% of the damage to a maximum

of $50 per acre. There shafl be no assistance when: 1) damage

is assessed at l-ess than g100. 2) due to insufficient
surveil-lance by the owner of the agriculturar produce which
results in undue notification of a resource officer and the
failure to incorporate preventative measures; 3) damage to hay

bal-es l-eft in the fietd; 4) damage to unprotected grain pires;
and 5 ) damag'e that occurs in a provincial_ park or in the
Northern Provincial Forest. Anyone receiving assistance is
responsible for providing aI1 l_abour necessary to utilize and

maintain preventative materiars (saskatchewan Tourism and

Renewable Resources 1981) . Types of prevention measures

currentry avairable to the landowner incrude fencing
materials, poly sheeting for covering haystacks, bloodmeal,
scare rockets as well- as the avairabirity of specia] permits
which al-Iow the landov/ner to chase wil_dlife off their property
(saskatchewan parks and Renewabre Resources 1989).

rn Manitoba, prior to 1950, randowners \^/ere left to deal
with wil-dl-ife damage on their own. since then, the Manitoba

Department of Natural Resources (MDNR) has taken the posítion
that effective wildtife management is founded on the goodwii_l

and cooperation of landowners. rt is the MDNR's policy Lhat
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landowners must accept some wirdlife damage as part of the

risk taken when owning l-and, however the Manitoba Government

will provide compensation and damage prevention assistance

according to the degree to which management of wildlife has

contributed to the damage. Manitoba Department of Natural-

Resources has created severar wirdrife damage programs in
response to landowner's needs, such as the problem beaver,

wol-f, fox, and coyote management programs. These are in
addition to the big game crop damage prevention program and

the big game damage compensation program. The big game damage

compensation program began in 1974 and now pays farmers

compensation for elk, deer/ moose and black bear damage to
certain crops (Purdy 1987).

Manitoba wildl-ife' biologists and l-andowners have also

worked together and created three committees in high

depredation areas, one of which is the area surrounding Riding

Mountain National Park (R¡,NP). The objectives of these

committees is to communicate to landowners the types of damage

prevention and control measures that are avail-abIe and to
communicate to wildlife managers landowner's concerns in
relation to wildlife damage and management. In an attempt to
deal with beaver/agriculture conflicts that surround RMNP an

agreement was created between the Federal- Government and the

Manitoba Provincial Government in 1984. The agreement states:

"whereas RMNP is a major production area for beaver which
may emigrate from the park each spring and cause damage to
agricultural crops and pubJ-ic works in the vicinity of the
park; and whereas the emigration of beaver in their
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naturar state is not susceptible to contror by either
canada or Manitoba; and whereas canada and Manifoba haveagreed that it is in the national and provincial interestto undertake joint programs to reduce financial- losses,due to beaver, to farmers and municiparities who have nolegar recourse or means to recover or mitigate suchl-oss... Canada and Manitoba sha]l each contribrite 5OA ofthe program cost to a maximum of $15r000 for each year ofthe program" (parks Canada L9S4b).

rn Alberta, the provinciar- Government provides financial
assistance for material- specificarty required for the
prevention of wildlife depredation on private and leased land
for wildrife species protected by raw. usualry the randowner

provides the manpower (Dorrance 1983).

5.2 Landowners

unlike the situation around pANp where most randowners

have a positive attitude towards the bison and park, schroeder

(1981) found the majority (B0t) of landowners adjacent to RMNp

have negative feelings towards the park and its wirdlife
management. schroeder (1981) identified and examined the
factors that contributed to resource confl_ict around RMNP. As

part of the study, 55 landowners arong the periphery of the
park v/ere distributed questionnaires and interviewed. part of
the reason for the negative feerings appeared to stem from the
f act that several- of the l-andowners had suf f ered long-term
depredation losses from wildlife migrating out of RMNP onto

their properties. Beaver and elk caused the most concern to
the landovrners. Beaver damage consisted of frooding of crops,

hay fields, roads, and trails . Additionally, several
randowners fel-t beavers were flooding e1k habitat within RMNp,
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subsequently causing the erk to migrate out of the park in
search of forage. El-k damage simirar to bison damage around

PANP included depredation to crops, hay fierds, hay bares and

damage to grain bins and fences.

contrary to the situation around. pANp where most of the
landowners surveyed f ert the saskatche\^/an provincial
Government was most responsibre for bison damage, most

iandowners around RMNP felt the CPS should be heId. responsible
for beaver and eJ-k damage. This difference may stem from the
fact that several- l-and.owners around pANp are av/are that the
bison are in the area due to the release program by the
Saskatche\¡/an Provincial Government.

rn terms of urgency for management activities to reduce

the damage caused by migrating bison, the majority of
landowners around PANP felt there \Â/as no need for immediate

active management. However, randowners who experience regular
confricts felt active management in the future would probably

be required. Landov/ners who suffer wildrife depredation

surrounding RMNP demanded immediate action. Differences may

be attributed to the severity of depredation that l-andowners

have been exposed to around RMNP/ compared to those adjacent

Io PANP.

Both groups of landowners woul-d rike to see greater access

to their respective parks. Many remembered situations j_n the
past when they \¡/ere abre to utirize the parks f or the
extraction of resources such as: hay; timber; and grazing of
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cattle. current lack of utilization of these park resources

were viewed by members of both groups as wasteful-.

Landowners surrounding pANp recommended the following
manag'ement methods to reduce bison conflict: create more

habitat within the park; fence areas of the park; and use

various deterrents (bangerst ot refrectors on fences) to
restrict their migrations. When Iandowners around Rlo{p vrere

asked to recommend solutions for reducing the damage caused by

beaver and erk most recommended reducing the beaver and el_k

popurations through trapping and hunting. They suggested

designated trappers be permitted to trap beaver within the
park, and l-andowners located arong the park boundary be given

speciar hunting privileges to control the number of erk arso

serving, as compensation for damages incurred.
overarr it appears the l-andowners around pANp are more

supportive of park management than those in the RMNP area.

Landowners surrounding RMNp have suffered ]ong-term wildlife
depredation, and although randowners surround.ing pANp suffer
depredation it does not appear to be of the same magnitude.

with no known diseases within the pANp free-roaming bison

herd l-andowner's main concerns are over physicar damage to
their properties. This may explain why the situation around

PANP is not viewed by many l-andowners as a serious problem.

v'Ihereas the primary concern of randowners adjacent to yNp is
possible disease (brucellosis) transmission from bison to
domestic cattle. concerns over physicar d.amage caused by the
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bison when they are out of yNp are relativery insignificant in
comparison (Budd pers. conm. 1991).

fn 1984 the entire region south of the Northern Provincial
Forest in saskatchewan was surveyed in an attempt to gain a

better understanding of farmer's attitudes towards wil_dl_ife

and wildl-ife damage. The study area was divided into four
genera]- ecologicar zones, with the area surrounding pANp

cl-assified as the Forest Fringe Zone. Results (Bergstrom

1985) indicated farmers in this area had positive attitudes
toward wirdlife, with most stating wildrife added to the

enjoyment of J-iving and working on a farm. These views concur

with my survey results.
Bison presently are not the only probJ-em wir-dlife species

most landowners contend with, vqhich may exprain why many of
the l-andowners interviewed did not consider the bison to be a
major concern. rn terms of severity of wirdlife damage,

farmers in the Forest Fringe zone reported crop damage from

waterfowl to be most significant, foll-owed by beaver, big game

and livestock predation (Bergstrom 1985).

Those l-andowners around pANp who have had the most

occurrences with bi-son did feel there r¡/as a need for some form

of future management to reduce occurrences. However, â
negative attitude toward the bison has not yet developed.

Bergstrom's (1985) study found a correlation between farmers

experiencing long-term wildtife damage and negative attitudes
toward wildlife.
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Landowners adjacent to pANp who were interviewed were

eager to learn more about bison and were appreciative of the
Iiterature presented. Additionarry they were interested in
suggestions to reduce bison occurrences on their Ìand.
simil-arl-y Bergstrom (1985) found farmers in the Forest Fringe
Zone/ requested more information on wildrife species, and. on

wildrife damage prevention measures than farmers in other
areas. concerns were raised by several_ landowners adjacent to
PANP over hunting of bison by natives on unoccupied crown

land. Bergstrom's (1985) resurts indicated farmers in the
Forest Fringe zone were concerned over illegar hunting by

poachers and also thought hunting by treaty rndj_ans was

significantry affecting wirdrife popurations. Most fel-t all_

forms of hunting in the area should be highty regurated and

monitored. overar]-, this survey of landowners adjacent to
PANP provi-ded simil-ar resul-ts to Bergstrom's (1985) study.

5.3 EcologÍcal Management Considerations

5.3.1 Historicar Evidence of Bison ín the prince Albert
National Park Region

The historical- skull-s corlected f rom the l-and.owners

confirm that bison once roamed in the pANp region. several-

landowners stated they can remember when finding old bison
skull-s in f iel-ds v/as a conmon occurrence. From the resul-ts of
the cranial measurements conducted by van zyrr de Jong (1991)

it woul-d appear prains bison were indigenous to the area of
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PANP. This corroborates Soper's (1951) findings.
Today' PANP is home to two herds of prains bison, the

free-roaming herd and the captive d.isplay herd. The semi-

domestic display herd no J-ong'er serves its original purpose of
preservation and conservation and is inconsistent wiLh

Nationar Park poricy of maintaining natural ecosystems

(Canadian Parks Service 1987b).

5 " 3.2 Mortality

rt is uncertain what factors are the most important in
regulating growth of large herbivore populations. caughley

(L976) states that the growth of an ungurate population is
primarily determined by the avail-ability of forage regardless
of the numbers of predators. others (Mech and Karns rg77 |

Berry 1981, Messier and crete 1985 ) suggest herbivore
popu]-ations can be maintained bel-ow levels at which food is
limiting due to predation or disease

During 1990-1991 four known bison mortarities in pANp,

were attributed to predation. prior to 1990 the free-roaming
herd suffered few known mortalities. The first occurred in
1978 when a park warden was carred to destroy an adult cow

which was in a weakened state in an adjacent landowners yard.

rt was determined the cow had a brocked intestine (Minton and

schmidt 1984). The only other known mortarity occurred. during
the farl of 19BB when l-ocal natives kirred an adurt bulr on

adjacent unoccupied crov¡n land (Burant pers. coÍrm. 1989 ) .

Through the years there have been a coupre of suspected
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mortarities: one carf was not observed as a yearli-ng by

colringwood ( 1980a) and Minton observed six carves in the
spring of r9B4 however onry five were observed in the fall_.

Predation on bison in pANp, d.oes not appear to be

concentrated on a particular age class. However, it is
probabJ-e more calves are being preyed upon than are observed

due to the fact that unl-ess the carcasses of the carves are

Iocated immediatety they probabry witr not be found as

predators and scavengers can readily consume the enti:re
carcass of a cal-f , J-eaving littre evidence. rf the herd was

monitored crosery throughout the year more predation would
j-ikeIy be observed.

A study compreted in wBNp by carbyn and Trottier ( 1987 )

found worves displayed a preference for bison herd.s with
calves and woul-d activeJ-y seek them out. simirar patterns
were observed in the sRL (van camp r9B7). The majority (B3g)

of the observed morLalities due to pred.ation in the MBS were

calves. Gates and Larter (1990) suggested the increased bison
calf biomass has resul-ted in an increased. nutritionat status
for worves, subsequentty causing an increase in worf density
in the MBs. Tn recent years, Gates and Larter (1990) suggest

declinj-ng calf survival as the main factor contributing to the

decrease in the rate of growth of the MBS wood bison herd.

Evidence in the area of the year]-ing found in 19go

revealed that wolves chased the lone bison several km prior to
bringing it down (Baird pers. conm. 1990) . skel_etar remains
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from the adurt cow and yearring found in 1991 were l_ocated

along the tree rine on the ed.ge of large open meadows. This
might indicate the bison were freeing from wolves and headed

for cover t or perhaps the bison v/ere more susceptible to
attack arong the treerine as the wolves were abte to use the
trees for concearment whife starking the bison. Gates (pers.
comm. 1991) states that it is unusuar for an adul-t bison cov/

to succumb to predation in mid-summer (Gates pers. 
"o**.

l-991). The cause of the cow's death is unknown, however, r
suggest the following scenarios. The cow may have been ready
to carve and wandered to the edge of the mead.ow and being
vulnerable was attacked. or, perhaps the cow had some

physicar handicap such as a broken bone, arthritis or some

type of disease or parasite which rendered her weak and

vulnerable to predation.

During the observed. wolf attack on a calf in pANp, the
cal-f ran to a cow whil-e the cow positioned herself between the
wolf and the calf , then activeJ-y chased the worf away. rn
WBNP' carbyn and Trottier (rgï7), observed several_ types of
def ence strategies bison woul-d util_ize to protect their
carves. These included: a calf running to a cow, a bul_l_ t or
to the center of the herd: Alr three are designed. to distance
the calf from the wor-ves as well_ as to keep an adult bison
between the calf and the wolf.

fn PANP, it was approximately ZO

began inhabiting the area before wolf

years after the bison

predation was observed,
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\^/ith more f requent observations occurring in subsequent years.
similarly in the MBS, Gates and Larter (1990) stated wolf
predation on the herd was first recorded i-n 1983,

approximately 20 years after the re-introduction of bison into
the area. Since then, 24 occurrences of wol_f predation have

been observed (Gates and Larter 1990).

Predation in pANp by worves was recognized during the
sunmer primariry due to the fact the herd is not closely
monitored during the winter. A1l- of the observed mortarities
from predation in the MBS occurred during the winter months

(Gates and Larter 1990).

ïn recent years the number of elk and moose have been

decrining in PANP (Tarleton 19BB ) / which may be one

expranation why observed worf predation on bison has

increased. rn the MBS Gates and Larter (1990) berieve that as

alternate prey sources for wolves ( caribou and moose )

decreased in numbers, the amount of wolf predation on bison
increased.

rn PANP, the calf mortality found in 1991 may also have

been the result of an opportunistic black bear attack. while
wobeser (1991) thought it was likely d.ue to a wolf attack,
unrike other mortarities found, there was no evidence of
wolves near the carcass. However, the calf survived for
severar hours following the attack and may have moved a

distance from the actua] attack site (Fau pers. colnm. 1991).

ïn northern bison herds brack bears have occasj_onaJ_Iy preyed
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on bison calves but are generally thought to have an

insignificant impact compared with wol-ves (Britton and Graves

1983). van camp (L97s) suggested br-ack bears may prey upon

cal-ves during the calving season in the SRL.

wolf predation can seriousJ_y af f ect cal_f survivar and

combined with other factors can have a significant impact on

population growth of free-roaming bison popurations (Britton
and Graves 1983 ) . The author believes this to be the
situation beginning to appear in pANp. The incidence of
observed predated bison has increased over the l_ast three
summers possibry explaining why the number of observed carves
has decreased.

5.3.3 Disease Status

Presence of disease can create a serious probrem for
managers of bison herds in cl-ose proximity to domestic cattre,
due to ranchers fear of possibre disease transmission. pANp,s

free-roaming bison herd has not been tested for disease since
the original transprant bison were given a clean bill of
hearth in 1969 (Barrj-e 1969). Fol-lowing their release, the
bison have periodicalry mixed with adjacent landowners

livestock both within and outside of the park. whil-e there is
no evidence to suggest the bison in pANp carry disease, the
area surrounding PANP was one of the 1ast reservoirs of
brucell-osis occurring in domestic cattle in Saskatchewan and

the area was not declared brucell-osis-free until 1983 (Tessaro

pers. coinm. 1991) . The caÌf carcass located in May of 1991
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was found to be disease free and in good physical condition at
the time of death (Wobeser 1991).

The possibility of disease transmission from bison to
cattl-e is the focus on two of the largest free-roaming bison
herds in the world, WBNP and yNp,s. Tuberculosis and

brucell-osis which presentry exist in the bison in and around
WBNP were originally spread to bison via domestic cattl_e in
the early 1920,s (Ogilvie LgTg). The exact origin of
brucelrosis in yNp is unknown and may well be endemic to the
area (Meagher pers. cornm. 1990). whire transmission of bovine
brucellosis from free-roaming bison to cattl_e has not been

confi-rmed (Meagher 1989 ) transmission has occurred under
experimental_ conditions (Tessaro 19g9) .

5.3.4 Population Growth

caughley (r976) proposed four separate stages in an

eruptive popuration: an initial period of rapid growth; a

subseguent period of stability; a period of rapid decline; and

in the final stage the popuration fluctuates with an ampritude
determined by a variety of environmental factors. The average
reproductive growth in bi-son varies considerably from herd to
herd, as well- as from year to year.

Growth rates of pANp bison appear to be d.ecreasing in
recent years, from an average growth rate of rg?" (7978-1984)
(Minton and Schmidt 1984 and Minton LgB4) to an average of l_1å

(1989-1991). Based on total observed counts however the herd
is still in a period of growth (Fig. r2). A similar growth
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Year
(Missing data: Years T 2,1 6,27,g5,g6)

Figure 12: ToÈal observed bison.
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pattern appears to be occurring in the MBS, where the
growth rate has decreased from a high of 26z in rgTs to a l_ow

of 10% in 1987. The main reason for the decrease in growth

rates of both herds is attributed to predation.
A combination of several factors, such as the presence of

disease (tubercul-osis, brucerrosis, and anthrax) high
predation rates, changing habitat, severe winters, accidents
(drowning), sraughters and hunting in and around wBNp caused

the bison population to decrease at an average rate of 5t
during the 1970's and l-980, s (Messier 19g9 ) .

The average growth rate from 1973-1980 in the yNp bison
herd v/as r2z (Houston L9B2). white this is similar to the
rate in PANP, the main regurator of popuJ-ation growth in the
two herds appears to be dif f erent. yel-lowstone National_ park

bison suffer little predation, however their severe winters
act as the main popuration regulator. secondary population

regurators in YNP include brucerl-osis, and in recent years

hunting of bison outside of the park (Meagher pers. coÍrm.

1990 ) .

overalr it appears population growth of bison is not
regul-ated by one factor but rather a combination of factors
none of which act in isoration of the other. These incrude:
predation, severe winters, disease and hunting. predation is
the main observed popuration regulator and perhaps the reason

herd growth has decreased in recent years, however the pANp

free-roaming herd is stitl in a period. of growth.
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5.3.4.1 Regression å,nalysis

The natural rog reg:ression equation for the trend in
popuration growth of the pANp free-roaming bison herd. from
L970-1991 was determined to be, ln=.96398+.14837*year (year
being the number of years following the release), with a

correlation coefficient of .99, and an r-square val-ue of .98.
using the regression equation to predict future numbers the
herd wilr achieve 300 bison in approximatery 10 years (Fig.
13 ) .

5.3.5 Herd Structure

Herd structure within a bison popuration varies over time,
from season to season and between herds. The main difference
in the PANP free-roaming bison herd structure in 1989 from

previous years is that f ewer yearlings and buf rs \¡/ere

observed. One explanation is that juveniles were not
previously crassifiedr ês a result yearlings and adults may

have been over represented (Tabre 4). Another reason may be

that with increased predation less calves are surviving their
first year. Fewer bulrs being observed can be attributed to
bulls soritude existence and depending on the time of year or
even time of day burls may or may not be near the mixed herds.

Herd structure observed in pANp (1989) is simil_ar to the
findings in WBNP of Fulrer (1960) and wirson (1991). Atthough

in 1991 there was a significantry higher percentage of cows

observed in WBNP. This may be explained by the fact juveniles
were not separately classified, and different
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Figure 13: LN regression of actual and predicted bison
abundance on time (ln=.96398+.14638*year) .
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methodologies used. fn WBNP the segregation survey

concentrated on herds which contained cows and cal_ves.

The main differences in herd structure between pANp and

YNP (Meagher Lg73) is that pANp herd has a smarler percentage

of yearlings and juvenires but a higher percentage of adurts
(Tabre 4). This is probabJ-y due to the different popuration
regulators. rn PANP, predation may be the reason fewer
younger bison were observed whire j_n yNp severe winters
combined with the presence of brucerrosis may stress older
bison resulting in fewer adults.
5. 3. 6 CaIf :Yearling/Cow Ratio

Fu]ler (l-960) stated free-roaming bison produce two carves

every three years and therefore a ratio of 0.66 carves to co\MS

is possible. rn PANP/ (1989) the ratio of calves to cows was

0.55, and the ratio of yearrings to cows was approximately
0.15. From 1,978-1984 the average ratio of calves to cows \^/as

0.64 and 0.39 yearlings to cows. currently fewer calves are

surviving their first year than previously observed. This is
attributed to increased observed predation on calves, and also
modification to the classification of bison.

rn 1991, the ratio of cal-ves and yearlings to cows in wBNp

was 0.31, and 0.07 respectivery (wilson 1991). wilson (1991)

hypothesized that cal-f numbers may be under represented as the
count takes place during the third week of June toward the end

of calving season. rt is specurated predation and other
causes may have reduced the numbers of calves and yearlings
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prior to the segregation count. In the MBS in March of 1989

the ratio of calves to cov/s was 0.44, and the ratio of
yearlings to cows was 0.22 (Gates et aI. 1991). In all three

areas only a portion of calves survive their first year,

lending support to the theory that predation can have a

significant impact on certain age classes of free-roaming

bison

5.3 " 7 Habitat

Bison are generally considered grazers and hence prefer

various sedges and grasses. In PANP, bison preferred sedge-

grass meadows throughout the summer. In WBNP, bison preferred

forested areas interspersed with meadows during the summer

while in winter bison preferred upland meadows, lowland

floodplains and del-ta marshes ( Soper L94I) . This pattern is
still being observed (Mercer pers. cornm. 1991). Studies in
the SRL (Reynolds et a1. 1978, Hawley et aI. 1981) indicated

two genera made up approximately 808 of bison's diet, slough

sedge (Carex artherodes) and reed grasses (Calamaq'rostis spp)

while browse (Salix) made up approximately 3% of the bison's
diet. Bison were not observed browsing on (Salix) in PANP.

This may be explained by the fact the preferred sedge-grass

forage appears abundant.

Larter ( f9BB ) found wood

particularly sJ-ough sedge ( Carex

Sedges made up approximately 97?"

winter. In the summer the bison in

bison preferred sedges,

artherodes) in the MBS.

of their diet d.uring the

the MBS were found to have
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a more diverse diet consisting of sedges/ grasses/ willows,
and lichens (Cladonia mitis). A large difference was also

found in habitat preference from one summer to another. In

1986, sedge accounted for 70 to 908 of the bison's summer diet
while in 1987 sedge dropped to 30 to 40lø of their sunmer diet
(Larter 19BB). In L987 (Salix) made up 39? of the summer

diet. Larter (1988) believed this change to (Salix) in 1,987

may have been caused by the decreased availability of standing

sedge. Larter (1988) concluded that availability of forage

was the main factor in determining habitat sel-ection by wood

bison. In general bison in the MBS appear to have greater

variety in thej-r suÍl.mer diet than the free-roaming bison in
PANP, which foraged exclusively on sedges and grasses. This

difference may also be explained by the fact that primary

bison forage, sedges and grasses v¡ere abundant in PANP and to

different feeding habits of plains and wood bison of which the

latter has pronounced seasonal- changes in diet (Larter 19BB).

5.3.8 Habitat Abundance and Distributíon
P1ant communities dominated by grasses within PANP occur

primarily in the southern third of the park, along the

southern and southwestern boundaries. The abundance and

distribuLion of primary and.'secondary bison habitat throughout

the four quadrants of PANP indicates that the majority of

bison habitat occurs in the southern hal-f of the park with the

largest areas of primary bison habitat found in the

southwest quadrant (Fig. 14) (Table 5). Both winter and
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Figure 14: Primary bison habitat within PANP.
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sunmer aerial observations reveal that the free-roaming herd.'s

present range coincides with the largest areas of sedge-

grassland meadows in PANp (Fig. 15). Aerial observations that
occurred during the winter revealed that bison were observed

more frequently in areas of secondary habitat (salix/carex).
These areas occur along creeks and ponds and are quite wet

during the summer however foJ-lowing freeze up bison can

utirize these areas. There is al-so more sherter in these

areas than in the large sedge-grassland meadows. while the

southeast quadrant has a substantial amount of primary bison

habitat it has even more secondary habitat. presently the

habitat in the southeast occur's severar km from the bison,s
present range (Fig. L5). However, this may be an area for
future range expansion by the bison, particurarry for winter
utilization.

Landowners properties that ferl within the study area are

predominatery under agricultural production. The approximate

division of this land includes 722 (962L ha) in pasture, 10%

(1334 ha) in hayt 17% (2244 ha) in various crops, and J_t (j.35

ha) unfenced forest. The area south-east of the study area

consists of a provincial wildlife management area and

community pasture (4276 ha). The area to the nort.hwest is the

beginning of the Northern provincial- Forest encompassing

approximately 35, 534, 000 ha.

5.3.9 Succession

The sedge communities within PANp are considered
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relatively stable although the long term successional trend is
toward (Betura,rcarex) (birch/sedge) communities. rn the J_arge

sedge meadows near Amyot Lake the succession of sedge is
toward a (salix/carex) (wirrow-sedge) community particularl-y
where previous burning and mowing.have inhibited invasion of
( sarix) (Padbury et a1. rgTB) . From approximately 1930

(cameron rg75) to 1958 (peterson and Henry L|TB) park wardens

burned the shrub-grassland areas arong the southern and

southwestern boundary of pANp each spring. The burning \¡/as an

attempt to minimize the threat of wirdfire and maintain open

grasslands which vrere aesthetically preasing to peopre and

preferred by elk (cameron 1975). cameron (rg7s) fert the
cessation of burning is one factor which may have contributed
to loss of grassl-and habitat within the park. Large meadows

around Amyot Lake were also hayed by l_ocal_ l_andowners

regularly until 1968 and as recently as rg77 (Tarleton 19BB).

Peterson and Henry (1978) studied the effects of haying on

ungulate util-ization of the sedge meadows in the southwest

quadrant of PANP. sel-ected meadows were cut in the f al-l_ of
1977 by rocal landowners. ungurates preferred the cut meadows

to the uncut ones and al-so utirized cut meadows more the
folrowing winter. They recommended that further cutting of
hay be done in early summer to al]ow for plenty of regrowth by

winter. Local randowners feel a significant portion of the
meadows that were once open in the park have now g,iven way to
wirrow and aspen reducing the overarl abundance of sedge and
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grassy areas (Reimer pers. cornm. 1990).

5.3 " 10 Range

Dispersar is crucial- to the existence of a species in a

heterogeneous environment (vance 1984). There are two basic
types of dispersaÌ: innate dispersal (Howard 1960); which

appears to be instinct, and pressure dispersar (caughrey

1977 ); which invorves dispersing to ne\¡/ areas only when

density of animals reaches a certain threshold or when

competition for food resources is intense. According to waser

(1985) it is the competition for vital resources that is
limiting to reproduction and is the main factor in determining

dispersal.

The range of the main herd is bounded by Fox creek in the

south, Lost creek in the north, Amyot Lake in the east and the

sturgeon River to the west. These findings are similar to
colringwood's (1980a) except that his most southerry sighting
of the main herd occurred near pie plate creek which is
approximatery 4 km south of Fox creek. collingwood (1980a)

also observed burrs south of the main herd's range around

Rabbit Creek. Collingwood ( 1980a) found bison to be

concentrated on the northern fringe of their sunmer range

around crossman creek and the confluence of the sturgeon River

and Lost creek in autumn and. by November bison were on their
wi-nter range located northeast of crossman creek near Kiyam

Lake.

Over the past several years pANp free-roaming bison,s
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sunmer range has remained relativery stabre. This is probabry
due to the fact herd size i-s relativeJ_y smarl- and there have

been no J-arge scale changes in habitat quality and

di-stribution. However, in recent years bison have been

observed in the meadows near Amyot and snare Lakes during
January and February (Baird pers. conìm. 1990)/ indicating this
area may contain habitat utilized annually.

rn PANP, lone bulls \^rere frequentry observed on peripheral
habitat patches severar km from the main herd. No l-arge scale
shifts in the main herd's range \¡/ere observed during the study
period. Gates and Larter (1990) found wood bison bul-rs in the
MBS to have an innate dispersal dispositionr âs they v,rere

often rocated on peripherar habitat patches several km from
main cow herds. rt was onry when the main herds (cowlcalf and

sub-adul-t groups ) moved to peripherar areas that resulted in
range expansion. Gates and Larter (1990) felt the herd was

responding to environmental pressure because on both occasions
when major shifts occurred they corresponded with periods of
hig'h densities of bison, the critical- density occurring
between 0.5-0.8 bison per square km. possible expansion areas
in the MBS depend on the distribution of vacant meadowsr ês

bison do not occupy areas where meadows are absent (Gates and

Larter 1990). Larter and Gates (1990) also found female wood

bison have J-arger home ranges than mare wood bison. They

specurated that this was due to the more greÇarious nature of
femares and their high mobilityr ês they are associated with
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larger groups resulting in femares requiring rarger grazing
areas.

overal-1 it appears burrs in pANp exhibit innate dispersal
while the mai-n herd has not yet exhibited significant range

expansion, probably due to the fact that numbers are
relatively low.

5.3.11 InterspecÍfic Competition

McHugh (1958) placed bison at the top of the interspecific
dominance hierarchy. rn pANp, both white-tair deer and etk
were observed on several occasions within 50 m of the main

bison herd, but in each case appeared indifferent to one

another. Forage is not a limiting factor therefore animals

could easily avoid one another. rf, in the future, bison and

elk populations increase, there is potential for competition
and displacement outside of pANp

rn YNP/ el-k and bison wil-l associate within 10 m of one

another in spite of their seeming intolerance (Houston LgBz).

Bison and white-tai-l- deer at cororado National Monument did
not appear to compete for food (capp rg64). Moose are
primariJ-y browsers and as a resurt do not compete with bison

for forage (Reynolds et al. l9B2).

5.3.L2 General Herd BehavÍor

ïn PANP, the rargest bison herds were observed in rarge

open meadows during summer. Group size also appeared to be

determined by sex, with the largest groups consisting of cows,

calves, and juveniles while adult burrs were generarry
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confined to smal-rer groups. rn wBNp, FurJ_er (1960) berieved
both mixed and bulÌ herds were small_er in forested areas than
in large open meadows and that environmental- factors such as

avail-abre range and weather were main factors in determining
herd size. rn the MBS, Larter (1988) found mixed herds were

largest during the summer and generally there was a tendency
for smarler groups to be observed in forested habitats.
Larter (1988) suggested the main factors affecting groups size
were, sex/ seasonr 1rear, and temperature.

In PANP, both ground and aerial observations indicated the
largest group size occurred during the post calving period.
Bull groups appeared to be smalr in pANp throughout the entire
sunmer. rn the sRL van camp and calef (1987) made similar
observations with the rargest mixed herds being observed
during the post-calving period j_n June and JuIy. They

specuJ-ate this \^ras in response to predation as large herds
provided greater protection for calves. rn vüBNp this
phenomenon \Á/as also observed with the largest herds observed
during the post-calving period (Carbyn et al. 1989).

rn PANP, aeriar observations also reveared large groups
duri-ng the rut similarly wind cave Nationar park reported
mixed herd size was the rargest during this time ( rowa

Cooperative Wildl_ife Research Unj_t 19g1).

5.4 Bison Migrations onto Adjacent Lands

over the past three years free-roaming bison in pANp
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migrated out of the park excl-usively during the spring. over
the past three years/ 100? of bison observations outside of
the park occurred during May (62*) and June (38%). From 1989-

1991 the bison were observed out of the park 13 occasions or
on average four times per year.

The forrowing possibilities are offered as to why the
bison migrate onto adjacent rands during the spring.. spring
is calving season and the cows may expand their rang.e briefry
and prefer the open areas outside of the park to guard against
predators. Another reason may be the bison are searching for
new spring forage. Areas adjacent to the park have earrier
forage growth than the park. within the park, the ord layers
of growth from previous years are not removed thus requiring
a longer tj-me period for the ne\i/ green shoots to appear and

become avail-abre to bison. rn late June once this new growth

is readiJ-y accessibl-e within the park the bison appear to be

content to remain within pANp. From rgTB-19g5 bison migrated
out of the park the majority of the time during June (Minton
and schmidt 1984, Minton 1984, Tarleton 1985) (Tabre 6).
Prior to r9B7 bison were observed out of the park on more

occasions during the summer al-though during this period bison
courd simply wark out of the park on a roadway. construction
of a Texas Gate across the road in the fal_l of 19Bz deterred
migration as the bison were forced to cross the ri_ver in order
to exit the park in this area.

Resource manag'ers around yNp are faced with the continual-
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probl-em of migrating bison leaving the park and crossing onto
private and pubtic lands. Research to determine why range

expansion occurs ¡ âs wel-I to establ_ish ef f ective means of
disrupting or control-l-ing this expansion was undertaken. The

initiar migration out of yNp was attributed to a severe

winter. rn subsequent winters even though they were miJ-d,

seasonal- migration from yNp continued. This change in
movement pattern f rom L97 6 to l9B7 \¡/as not f ound to be

significantly correl-ated with a popuration increase of bison.
Avail-ab1e f orage did not appear to be a l-imiting f actor
particurarry in mil-d winters when there appeared to be an

abundance of available forage within yNp (Meagher 1989).

Meagher (1989) suggested an acquired knowledge of areas having
less snow could have been one reason for continued movement.

while the herd size in pANp has increased from rgTB the
number of occurrences per year on adjacent lands has

decreased. However, the average number of bison out during
each occurrence has increased from an average of eight in the
period L979-1983 (Minton and Schmidt 1994) to an average of 12

during 1989-1991.

5.5 Migration Routes

Migration routes out of pANp consist of bison traverring
down the sturgeon valley and then crossing the Sturgieon River.
once across they are either on a l-andowners field or leased
provincial crown pasture l-and.
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In PANP, bison do not travel great distances once outside

the park with the furthest observation occurring one km from

the park boundary. In addition, bison do not remain out of

PANP for extended periods ( longest being two days ) as they

have returned on their own or have been herded back into the

park.

Movements of bison out of YNP first fol_lowed natural

topographic routes along the Yellowstone River. However, once

the bison located the plowed winter roads they became the

primary migration routes. In both PANP and YNP bison appear

to seek the easiest migration route in the area and once

located use it in subsequent years. Unlike PANP, bison in YNp

travel several km from the park and remain out for several

weeks (Meagher pers. cofltm. 1990). This could be due to the

fact that l-ands adjacent to the main area of crossing in pANp

are predominately under seeded crops which bison do not prefer

for grazing. Lands adjacent to YNP are almost exclusively
grazing land which are preferred by bison.

5.6 Cattle in Prince A1bert National Park

Not onJ-y do bison migrate onto landowners properties but

cattl-e also migrate into PANP. Over the three surlÌmers of the

study there have been a total of 260 cattle in the park

compared to 156 bison out of the park over the same period.

The maj-n causes for cattle leaving their pasture are fence

breakage, Ìack of forage in late suinmer, or the Sturgeon River
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has dried up enough in rate suflrmer to permit the cattl_e to get

around existing fences. Presently this is not a major

concern, however it may become so in the future. Bison may

interbreed with the cattle, contact certain diseases or
parasites from cattle, or simply fol-l-ow the trails establ-ished

by cattle out of the park. AdditionaJ-ry, when cattle break

fences the opportunity exists for bison to gain easy entry
onto the landowners property.

5.7 At,tempts to Minimize Bison occurrences on Adjacent Lands

Between l-989-1991 bison were herded off randowner,s

properties on foot, wi-th the aid of a vehicle siren, and with
the use of crackershells. Similar methods were used in the
past (Minton 1984). These methods were effective in herding
bison into PANP. Bison have been observed near the Texas Gate

on several occasions and in most cases it has proven effective
in brocking travel. The gate was jumped once, by four bison

as they were being herded back into the park by a local-

landowner. rn PANP short fences \¡/ere constructed on known

bj-son trails out of the park. rt appears this method of
deterrence onry results j-n bison finding new travel routes.
Reflective tape attached to adjacent landowners fence was al-so

ineffective as the bison continued to knock it down when out

of the park.

As an alternative to controlling the spread of brucel-l-osis

within the park/ YNP adopted a boundary control program.
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During the initiar stages the program invorved park officials
shooting bison that were observed approaching designated
areas. For several years the l-ikerihood of a j-arge scale
movement out of the park seemed unlikely (Meagher 1985) as

onry three bison (al-l bul]s) were shot in the first 6 years of
the program. However, the situation changed during the winter
of 7975-76, when approximatery B0 bison moved west down the
Yellowstone River and then north of their traditional winter
range near Gardiner, Montana (Meagher 1989 ) . This movement

peaked in 19BB-89 when 900 bison were observed arong the
northern park boundary and on state land. This movemenL was

originally viewed by park staff as highly unusuar, due to the
severe winter and not likely to re-occur. However/ in
subsequent years this migration continued, and under pressure
from various interest groups, the National park service
implemented experimentar management practices to deter bison
from migrating to areas near the north boundary (National park

service 1986). severar different methods were used including:
herding; physicar barriers; and. various scare devices.
Herding of bison on foot was effective the first winter, but
unrike the situation in pANp bison soon became unresponsive.

use of a helicopter resulted in the bison scattering for cover

which made them even more difficult to move. rt also resulted
in damage to fences as domestic animars on private lands

outside the park were frightened. rts use \¡/as subsequently

discontinued. Physical- barriers such as cattle guards (Texas
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Gates ) and short fences were praced on known trairs to block

travel- routes onl-y resurted in movement elsewhere. scare

devices used in YNP incruded: vehicre sirens; tin can rattl_es

and crackershelrs. These devices had littre effect alone, but
when used in combination with vehicul-ar or human movement,

effectively dispraced bison. However the bison in yNp soon

gire\¡r accustomed to these devices and overall- they \^/ere not

successful in producing any large scale movements. pain

inflicting devices such as bird shot and rubber bull-ets \i/ere

effective, but only on individual- bi-son hit.. Because lack of
avail-able forage was not determined to be a maj-n cause for
migration baiting with hay was unsuccessful-r âs was the

scattering of charcoar on snov/ to increase spring mel-t and

make forage sites more avairable. rn general, the methods

attempted in YNP to maintain the bison within the park appear

to have been futile (Meagher 1989 ) .

overarl, methods used to maintain bison within pANp v/ere

more effective than simil-ar attempts in yNp. This may be due

to several factors including: 1) the average herd size of
bison outside of PANP is considerabl-y smaller; 2 ) the distance

the bison travel once outside the park is less; 3) the bison

once out of PANP spend shorter periods of time outside of the

park; 4) vacant preferred winter habitat d.oes not exist in
areas adjacent to PANP unlike yNp; and possibly 5) bison in
PANP have not yet grown accustomed to deterrent activi-ties.
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5.8 Aerial versus Ground Bison Surveys

using different observationar methods can read to
inaccurate estimates of totar bison numbers, sex and age

ratios. Aerial surveys armost always underestimate animal
abundance (caughj-ey rg77) and ground counts produce biased
estimates of sex and age ratios (Downing et ar. 1,977). rn
PANP, aerial- observations reveared the largest total_ counts,
however it was difficurt to age/sex the bison from the air.
v[hire it v/as easier to age/sex the bison from the ground it
was difficul-t to find large numbers of bison together at the
same time in large openings to aIl_ow for accurate evaluation.
The herd usually consisted of smarler groups and wouÌd usuarly
wander off into nearby cover when approached. Meagher (1978)

considered aerial censuses in winter as the preferred method

of determining bison popuration levels in yNp. A study
conducted by woÌf e and Kirnbal-l- ( 1g B9 ) compared ground and

aerial surveys in estimating bison population numbers and sex

ratios. They determined aeriar surveys provided accurate
estimates of adurts in the popuration but estimated the
accuracy of cal-ves was much l-ower. They stated timing as an

important consideration if accurate numbers of calves are to
be determined. Ground surveys used to determine sex ratios
produced severeJ-y biased estimates but were stilÌ better than

sex ratio esti-mates from the air.
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CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSION and RECOMMENDATIONS

No aspect of a conservation program can progress fastertlan with public acceptance and understanding" -1i,e-opotd et ar.
1,9s2) .

The cha]lenge presented to resource managers is one of
bal-ancing the historical and intrinsic significance of
maintaining a viable free-roaming bison herd which as a major

herbivore represents a mj-ssing rink in the regj-onar ecosystem.

while at the same time, not pracing undue stress on adjacent

randowners, but rather continuing to maintain their positive
support.

A primary responsibiJ-ity of government.s should be to
assist users of private and public rand through advice,
information and education on the most suitable methods for
prevention and contror of wildlife depredation (Dorrance

1983). Presently the situation around pANp with regard to
landowners' concerns over the bison is not at a criticar stage

which requires an urgent and immediate sol-ution. Landowners

gerierally have a positive attitude toward the bison and most

have and are wirling to continue to tolerate bison on their
property occasionally. The main concerns of l-andowners around

PANP are over the damage to crops and fences. whire these

landowners have traditionarry suffered depredation from elk,
moose/ deer, bear and beaver, bison are unique in that
l-andowners have few options availabre to deal- with the bison.
Tf bison/agçiculturar confl-icts increase in severity there
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will be a need for
landowner. Options

control- methods then

damage.

additional options available to the
should begin with prevention methods,

finalJ-y compensation to landowners for

The primary concern of mangers of the pANp free-roaming
herd as well as most rand.owners, is not so much the present
situation but the potentiar confricts that may deverop in the
future as the herd continues to increase. The opportunity
exists for a proactive wil-drife management program rather than
the traditionar reactive one. rt wirl be to the benefit of
arl the main stakehorders (cps/ SDNR/ randowners, and rocal_

native groups ) if a management strategy is put into pJ_ace in
the near future and built on the current positive attitude of
adjacent l-andowners.

There presentry exists J-arge information gaps about the
ecology of the free-roaming herd. Resource managers of other
free-roaming bison herds identified these gaps in their bison
management plans. which included focusing on the following:
monitoring total- numbers and mortalities; determining herd

structure; habitat usage; the avairabirity and distribution of
this habitat; range and. migrations. This paper only
introduced these ecological management considerations.
Research into understandj-ng these factors should be considered

during the planning for a management strateg-y for the herd.

wildlife management in Nationar parks has evol_ved from

active programs such as feeding, culring, meat production,
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disease and predator control to a more passive hand.s off
approach. rt was the Department of Dominion parks which was

responsible for the initial plains bison conservation effort
in canada and the cps continues to be one of the main agencies

responsible for plains bison conservation. Therefore the cps

shoul-d be a key orgianization in the creation of a nationar
bison strategy.

6.1 Recommendations

The author recommends the CpS do the following:
1) consider pANp's free-roaming bison herd a unique

resource which is part of the ecological integrity of the area

and that preservation of a viabre popuJ-ation be given priority
in management. This wirl- require the cooperation of the

folÌowing groups: sDNR; rocar randowners; and local native
groups in the development of an integrated planning program

for the region.

2) rnitiate and participate in discussions with the

above groups. Discussions should allow for information
exchange and for the establ-ishment of common goals and

objectives for the bison and serve as a forum for confrict
resolution. An interim management plan should be established
with short term goars and objectives created. The folrowing
options to minimize confricts could be consid.ered: L) fencing
areas of known bison migrations, 2) expanding the Texas Gate

and construct another one at the north crossing, 3) prompt
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attention by the cpS or sDNR personnel to actively herd bison
from landowners properties when feasibre and to assess damages

and if necessary 4 ) removal- of probrem bison through hunting
by rocar natives when bison are on unoccupied crown l_and.

2) over the long term facil-itate input from the
stakeholders and other interested groups. Then develop a

comprehensive management strategy for the bison herd ín the
area. A regional ecosystem approach shoul_d be established
which could f ocus not onJ-y on the park and the park, s

resources but on provincial and private rands surrounding the
park. The entire issue of wildl-if e depredation shoul_d be

considered with bison being one feature.
3 ) Ecological- management considerations which shoul-d be

considered in a management pran for the bj-son incrude:
a) Total counts conducted annualry to determine

population trends, this woul-d be accomplished best using
aerial surveys during March.

b) Segregation counts conducted annually to
determine age and sex crass. Both air and ground observations
shoul-d be utilized.

c) Mortal-ities shourd be monitored when observed.

Attempts shourd be made to determine cause of death. rt woul_d

be usefur to collect specimens such as primary incisors for
aging. bone marrow for determj-ning hearth status prior to
death, tissue sampres for disease and possible (DNA) testing.

d) Summer and winter habitat within the region
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should be studied to determine quantity and quality of
pref erred bison f orage namery, the g'rasses and sed.ges. This
shourd include establ-ishing an approximate carrying capacity
for the area, and whether controll_ed. burning has a role in
maintaining bison habitat.

e) Determine winter range through ground and aerial_
surveys and closely monitor any changes in rang.e.

4) rn order to accomprish the above there will be a

funding requirement to achieve the goals of an j_ntegrated

mananagement program. Resources presently dedicated to a

captive herd of semi-domestic bison could be used for research
and management of the free-roaming wild bison.
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AppendS-x A

LANDOWNER QUESTTONNATRE

LANDOI\TNERS
STURGEON VALLEY AREA

SUBiTECT: FREE-ROAI{ING BISON

I am a student at the University of Manitoba, and am working
toward a master's degree in Natural Resources Management.
This sunmer (May-September 1990) I wilI be col-lecting ãata on
the free-roaming bison herd in and around prince Albert
National Park. A large part of my data will consist of a
questionnaire whi-ch I hope wiIl determine any major concerns
you have with the bison.

In case you are not al-I that famil-iar with the bison herd, I
will give you a brief summary of their background. fn L96g I50 plains bison were released approximately 60 km north of
Montreal Lake, Saskatchewan by the Saskatchewan Department of
Natural- Resources. The bison however did not stay in this
area and migrated south. Eventually two small herds formed,
one the resul-t of a capture and re-release near primrose Air
Weapons Range, the other independentJ-y chose to occupy the
southwestern portion of Prince Albert National- Park. This
herd has sl-owly increased from ten in tgTg to the 1989 count
of approximately 55 animals. This herd is only one of three
such free-roaming plains bison herds in Canada and the only
one in a Canadian National- Park.

I will be giving yon a phone call about a week after you
receive this l-etter, during which I would like to arrange a
time at your convenj-ence that I coul-d talk with you about the
questionnaire. As I know most of you are extremely busy, I
would not expect to take more than half an hour at the most.
The questionnaire is attached. You can fill it. out at your
own leisure and I can pick it up when I stop by. The purpose
of this information is to consider the views of local
l-andowners in the long term management of this herd. The
success of this project depends a great deal on the
information I receive from this questionnaire. Your
cooperation is greatly appreciated. I am J-ooking forward to
talking with you.

Sincerely,

Doug Bergeson
University of Manitoba

Att.
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University of Manitoba
Land-owners' $uestionnaire: Ftree-roarning Bison

If so, tn which Years and in rvhich1. Have you ever had bison on your propert¡Ê
months? If not, please go to Question 3.

2. ff you have ha¿ bison on your property, please describe thetr activity'

3. Oo you feel that
bison roam onto

anything needs to be done to
farm.land? If so, do you have

reduce the numbcr of times that
any suggestions?

-746- (Please turn over to continue...)



4. Do you foresce any change in bison acLlvitY in the futurc?

5. oo you have anY other concerns or sug¡¡estions about the bison herd?

1 t-
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APPendix B

LANDOWNER TNTERVTEW QUESTIONS

]-.)Doyoufeelthereisaneedforprotectionforthebison
o.r,,t=ide of Prince Albert National Park?

2.)Shou]-dtherebeimproved'accessonthewestsideofPrince
AlbertNationalParktoencourageagreaterawarenessand
appreciation of the bison?

3. ) Is there any amount of damage caused by Lhe bison herd
thåt you are willing to tolerate?

4.)Whodoyoufeelshouldberesponsibleforanydamage
caused. by the bison herd?
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